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SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995,
including but not limited to, statements regarding our financial outlook and market positioning. These forward-looking statements are made as of the date
they were first issued and were based on current expectations, estimates, forecasts and projections as well as the beliefs and assumptions of management. The
words "believe," "may," "will," "potentially," "estimate," "continue," "anticipate," "intend," "could," "would," "project," "plan," "expect," and similar
expressions that convey uncertainty of future events or outcomes are intended to identify forward-looking statements.
These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements concerning the following:
•

our future financial performance, including our expectations regarding our revenue, cost of revenue, gross profit or gross margin, operating
expenses (including changes in sales and marketing, research and development and general and administrative expenses), and our ability to
achieve, and maintain, future profitability;

•

market acceptance of our cloud platform;

•

the effects of increased competition in our markets and our ability to compete effectively;

•

our ability to maintain the security and availability of our cloud platform;

•

our ability to maintain and expand our customer base, including by attracting new customers;

•

our ability to develop new solutions, or enhancements to our existing solutions, and bring them to market in a timely manner;

•

market acceptance of any new solutions or enhancements to our existing solutions;

•

anticipated trends, growth rates and challenges in our business and in the markets in which we operate;

•

our business plan and our ability to effectively manage our growth and associated investments;

•

beliefs about and objectives for future operations;

•

beliefs about and objectives for future acquisitions, strategic investments, partnerships and alliances;

•

our relationships with third parties, including channel partners;

•

our ability to maintain, protect and enhance our intellectual property rights;

•

our ability to successfully defend litigation brought against us;

•

our ability to successfully expand in our existing markets and into new markets;

•

sufficiency of cash to meet cash needs for at least the next 12 months;

•
•

our ability to comply with laws and regulations that currently apply or become applicable to our business both in the United States and
internationally;
beliefs about the impacts of legal and geopolitical developments upon our business;

•

the attraction and retention of qualified employees and key personnel; and

•

the future trading prices of our common stock.
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These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions, including those described in "Risk Factors"
elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. Moreover, we operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment, and new risks emerge from
time to time. It is not possible for our management to predict all risks, nor can we assess the impact of all factors on our business or the extent to which any
factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements we may make. In light
of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q may not occur
and actual results could differ materially and adversely from those anticipated or implied in the forward-looking statements and you should not place undue
reliance on our forward-looking statements.
The forward-looking statements made in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are made.
We undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements made in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q to reflect events or circumstances after the
date of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q or to reflect new information or the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as required by law.
You should read this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q in conjunction with the audited consolidated financial statements and related notes in our
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2019 filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or the SEC, on September 18, 2019.
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PART I. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Item. 1 Financial Statements
ZSCALER, INC.
Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheets
(in thousands, except per share amounts)
(unaudited)
January 31, 2020

July 31, 2019

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents

$

76,534

$

78,484

Short-term investments

308,380

286,162

Accounts receivable, net

94,784

93,341

Deferred contract acquisition costs

23,527

21,219

Prepaid expenses and other current assets

19,917

16,880

523,142

496,086

Property and equipment, net

52,355

41,046

Operating lease right-of-use assets

32,142

—

Deferred contract acquisition costs, noncurrent

50,523

48,566

Acquired intangible assets, net

7,287

8,708

Goodwill

7,479

7,479

Other noncurrent assets

3,497

2,277

Total current assets

Total assets

$

676,425

$

2,675

$

604,162

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable

$

6,208

Accrued expenses and other current liabilities

13,606

12,810

Accrued compensation

25,019

21,544

Deferred revenue

251,221

221,387

Operating lease liabilities

11,142

—

Total current liabilities

303,663

261,949

Deferred revenue, noncurrent

28,801

29,815

Operating lease liabilities, noncurrent

23,300

—

Other noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities

1,497

3,840

357,261

295,604

129

127

589,229

532,618

Commitments and contingencies (Note 8)
Stockholders’ Equity
Common stock; $0.001 par value; 1,000,000 shares authorized as of January 31, 2020 and July 31, 2019;
129,266 and 127,253 shares issued and outstanding as of January 31, 2020 and July 31, 2019,
respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated other comprehensive income
Accumulated deficit
Total stockholders’ equity

491

268

(270,685)

(224,455)

319,164

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity

$

676,425

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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ZSCALER, INC.
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Operations
(in thousands, except per share amounts)
(unaudited)
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020
Revenue

$

Cost of revenue

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

101,268

$

2020
74,302

$

2019

194,858

$

137,600

20,238

15,271

39,796

27,370

81,030

59,031

155,062

110,230

Sales and marketing

61,621

38,756

121,032

75,301

Research and development

20,706

15,071

40,977

28,257

General and administrative

28,983

10,386

41,608

20,517

Total operating expenses

111,310

64,213

203,617

124,075

Loss from operations

(30,280)

(5,182)

(48,555)

(13,845)

1,855

1,924

3,877

3,514

(13)

250

(42)

62

(28,438)

(3,008)

(44,720)

(10,269)

716

547

1,510

Gross profit
Operating expenses:

Interest income
Other income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes

874

Net loss

$

(29,154)

$

(3,555)

$

(46,230)

$

(11,143)

Net loss per share, basic and diluted

$

(0.23)

$

(0.03)

$

(0.36)

$

(0.09)

Weighted-average shares used in computing net loss per
share, basic and diluted

128,408

122,741

127,978

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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ZSCALER, INC.
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss
(in thousands)
(unaudited)
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Net loss

$

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

(29,154)

$

2020

(3,555)

$

2019

(46,230)

$

(11,143)

Other comprehensive income, net of tax:
Unrealized net gains on available-for-sale securities

55

Other comprehensive income
Comprehensive loss

258

55
$

(29,099)

223

258
$

(3,297)

223
$

(46,007)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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ZSCALER, INC.
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Stockholders’ Equity
(in thousands)
(unaudited)

Stockholders' equity activity for the three months ended January 31, 2020:
Additional
Paid-In
Capital

Common Stock
Shares

Balance as of October 31, 2019

Amount

127,926

$

128

$

Accumulated Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

555,019

$

436

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

Accumulated
Deficit

$

(241,531)

$

314,052

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock options

675

1

3,698

—

—

3,699

Issuance of common stock in connection with employee stock
purchase plan

284

—

5,334

—

—

5,334

Vesting of restricted stock units

381

—

—

—

—

—

Vesting of early exercised common stock options

—

—

131

—

—

131

Stock-based compensation

—

—

25,047

—

—

25,047

Unrealized net gains on available-for-sale-securities

—

—

—

55

—

55

Net loss

—

—

—

—

(29,154)

(29,154)

129,266

Balance as of January 31, 2020

$

129

$

589,229

$

491

$

(270,685)

$

319,164

Stockholders' equity activity for the three months ended January 31, 2019:
Additional
Paid-In
Capital

Common Stock
Shares

Balance as of October 31, 2018

Amount

122,106

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock options

$

122

$

455,761

Accumulated Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

$

(317)

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

Accumulated
Deficit

$

(203,388)

$

252,178

1,161

1

5,696

—

—

5,697

627

1

8,690

—

—

8,691

3

—

—

—

—

—

Adjustment to initial public offering costs

—

—

300

—

—

300

Vesting of early exercised common stock options

—

—

277

—

—

277

Stock-based compensation

—

—

13,227

—

—

13,227

Unrealized net gains on available-for-sale-securities, net of tax

—

—

—

258

—

258

Issuance of common stock under the employee stock purchase plan
Vesting of restricted stock units

Net loss
Balance as of January 31, 2019

—
123,897

—
$

124

—
$

483,951

—
$

(59)

(3,555)
$

(206,943)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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ZSCALER, INC.
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Stockholders’ Equity
(in thousands)
(unaudited)
Stockholders' equity activity for the six months ended January 31, 2020:
Common Stock
Shares

Balance as of July 31, 2019

127,253

Amount

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

$ 532,618

2

6,756

—

—

—

6,758

Issuance of common stock under the employee stock purchase
plan

284

—

5,334

—

—

—

5,334

Vesting of restricted stock units

509

—

—

—

—

—

—

Vesting of early exercised stock options

—

—

262

—

—

—

262

Stock-based compensation

—

—

44,259

—

—

—

44,259

Unrealized net gains on available-for-sale-securities

—

—

—

—

223

—

223

Net loss

—

—

—

—

—

(46,230)

(46,230)

129

$ 589,229

129,266

$

—

$

—

$

268

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

Accumulated
Deficit

127

Balance as of January 31, 2020

$

Accumulated Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

1,220

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock options

$

Notes
Receivable
From
Stockholders

$

491

$

$

(224,455)

(270,685)

$

308,558

$

319,164

Stockholders' equity activity for the six months ended January 31, 2019:
Common Stock
Shares

Balance as of July 31, 2018

119,764

Cumulative effect of accounting change
Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock options
Issuance of common stock under the employee stock purchase
plan
Vesting of restricted stock units

Amount

$

Notes
Receivable
From
Stockholders

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

$

(2,051)

Accumulated Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

$

(124)

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

Accumulated
Deficit

119

$ 438,392

—

—

(300)

—

—

$

(196,100)
300

$

240,236
—

3,511

4

15,489

—

—

—

15,493

627

1

8,690

—

—

—

8,691

3

—

—

—

—

—

—

Repurchases of unvested common stock

(8)

—

—

—

—

—

—

Repayments of principal amount on notes receivable from
stockholders

—

—

—

1,905

—

—

1,905

Accrued interest on notes receivable from stockholders, net of
repayments

—

—

—

146

—

—

146

Adjustment to initial public offering costs

—

—

300

—

—

—

300

Vesting of early exercised stock options

—

—

567

—

—

—

567

Stock-based compensation

—

—

20,813

—

—

—

20,813

Unrealized net gains on available-for-sale-securities, net of tax

—

—

—

—

65

—

65

Net loss

—

—

—

—

—

(11,143)

(11,143)

124

$ 483,951

Balance as of January 31, 2019

123,897

$

$

—

$

(59)

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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ZSCALER, INC.
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
(in thousands)
(unaudited)
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

2019

Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Net loss

$

(46,230)

$

(11,143)

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization expense

7,508

Amortization expense of acquired intangible assets

1,421

239

Amortization of deferred contract acquisition costs

11,425

8,781

Noncash operating lease costs
Stock-based compensation expense
Accretion of purchased discounts, net of amortization of investment premiums

4,662

6,215

—

42,242

20,813

(442)

(1,125)

Impairment of assets

316

—

Other

248

202

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Deferred contract acquisition costs
Prepaid expenses, other current and noncurrent assets
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses, other current and noncurrent liabilities
Accrued compensation
Deferred revenue
Operating lease liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities

(1,432)

(13,859)

(15,690)

(13,472)

(3,981)

(2,778)

(603)

(786)

(1,243)

1,042

3,475

(7,852)

28,820

41,997

(5,189)

—

26,860

26,721

(15,099)

(8,607)

Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Purchases of property, equipment and other assets
Capitalized internal-use software
Acquired intangible assets
Purchases of short-term investments

(4,273)

(903)

—

(1,480)

(147,543)

(179,896)

Proceeds from maturities of short-term investments

126,013

71,603

Net cash used in investing activities

(40,902)

(119,283)

Cash Flows From Financing Activities
Payments of offering costs related to initial public offering

—

(1,797)

Proceeds from issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock options

6,758

15,493

Proceeds from issuance of common stock under the employee stock purchase plan

5,334

8,691

Repurchases of unvested common stock

—

(22)

Repayments of notes receivable from stockholders

—

1,905

Net cash provided by financing activities
Net decrease in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash at beginning of period

12,092

24,270

(1,950)

(68,292)

78,484

Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash at end of period

136,147

$

76,534

$

67,855

$

1,473

$

1,121
1,544

Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flow Information:
Cash paid for income taxes, net of tax refunds
Noncash activities
Net change in purchased equipment included in accounts payable and accrued expenses

$

(1,785)

$

Operating lease right-of-use assets obtained in exchange for operating lease obligations, net of terminations

$

20,905

$

—

Vesting of early exercised common stock options

$

262

$

567

Net change in deferred offering costs accrued

$

—

$

(2,097)

$

76,534

$

67,467

Reconciliation of cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash to the consolidated balance sheets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash, current

—

96

Restricted cash, non-current

—

292

Total cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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ZSCALER, INC.
Notes to Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 1. Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Description of the Business
Zscaler, Inc. ("Zscaler," the "Company," "we," "us," or "our") is a cloud security company that developed a platform incorporating core security
functionalities needed to enable users to safely utilize authorized applications and services based on an organization’s policies. Our solution is a purpose-built,
multi-tenant, distributed cloud security platform that secures access for users and devices to applications and services, regardless of location. We deliver our
solutions using a software-as-a-service ("SaaS") business model and sell subscriptions to customers to access our cloud platform, together with related
support services. We were incorporated in Delaware in September 2007 and conduct business worldwide, with presence in North America, Europe and Asia.
Our headquarters are in San Jose, California.
Basis of Presentation
The accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements have been prepared in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States ("U.S. GAAP") and applicable regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") regarding interim financial
reporting, and include the accounts of the Company and its wholly owned subsidiaries. All intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated in
consolidation.
Certain information and note disclosures normally included in the financial statements prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP have been condensed
or omitted pursuant to the applicable required disclosures and regulations of the SEC. Therefore, these unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements
and accompanying footnotes should be read in conjunction with the Company's audited consolidated financial statements and related notes in its Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2019 (the "Fiscal 2019 Form 10-K"), as filed with the SEC on September 18, 2019.
JOBS Act Extended Transition Period
As a result of the market value of our common stock held by our non-affiliates as of January 31, 2019, we ceased to be an "emerging growth company"
("EGC"), as defined in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012 (the "JOBS Act"), with our transition to a large accelerated filer status as of July 31,
2019. As an EGC, we elected not to avail ourselves of the extended transition periods available for complying with new or revised accounting
pronouncements applicable to public companies that are not emerging growth companies. Accordingly, the transition to a large accelerated filer did not have
an impact to our consolidated financial statements.
Interim Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements
The accompanying condensed consolidated balance sheet as of July 31, 2019 was derived from the audited financial statements as of that date. The
accompanying interim condensed consolidated financial statements, including the consolidated balance sheets as of January 31, 2020, the consolidated
statements of operations for the three and six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, the consolidated statements of comprehensive loss for the three and
six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, the consolidated statements of stockholders’ equity for the three and six months ended January 31, 2020 and
2019 and the consolidated statements of cash flows for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019 are unaudited. The related financial data and the
other financial information disclosed in the accompanying notes to these condensed consolidated financial statements are also unaudited. These interim
unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a basis consistent with our annual consolidated financial statements and, in our
opinion, include all normal recurring adjustments necessary to state fairly our quarterly results. The results of operations for the three and six months
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ended January 31, 2020 are not necessarily indicative of the results to be expected for our fiscal year ending July 31, 2020 or for any other future fiscal year
or interim period.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of condensed consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make estimates, judgments and
assumptions that affect the amounts reported and disclosed in the financial statements and accompanying notes. Such estimates include, but are not limited to,
the determination of revenue recognition, deferred revenue, deferred contract acquisition costs, valuation of acquired intangible assets, the period of benefit
generated from our deferred contract acquisition costs, allowance for doubtful accounts, valuation of common stock options and stock-based awards, useful
lives of property and equipment, useful lives of acquired intangible assets, loss contingencies related to litigation, valuation of deferred tax assets and the
discount rate used for operating leases. Management determines these estimates and assumptions based on historical experience and on various other
assumptions that are believed to be reasonable. Actual results could differ significantly from these estimates, and such differences may be material to the
condensed consolidated financial statements.
Fiscal Year
Our fiscal year ends on July 31. References to fiscal 2020, for example, refer to our fiscal year ending July 31, 2020.
Significant Accounting Policies
Our significant accounting policies are described in the Fiscal 2019 Form 10-K. There have been no significant changes to these policies that have had
a material impact on our condensed consolidated financial statements and related notes for the three and six months ended January 31, 2020 other than for the
adoption of new accounting guidance related to leases effective August 1, 2019 further described below.
Operating Leases
We enter into operating lease arrangements for real estate assets related to office space and co-location assets related to space and racks at data center
facilities. We determine if an arrangement contains a lease at its inception by assessing whether there is an identified asset and whether the arrangement
conveys the right to control the use of the identified asset in exchange for consideration. Operating leases related balances are included in "operating lease
right-of-use assets," "operating lease liabilities," and "operating lease liabilities, noncurrent" in our condensed consolidated balance sheets. Right-of-use assets
represent our right to use an underlying asset for the lease term and lease liabilities represent our obligation to make payments arising from the lease.
Operating lease right-of-use assets and lease liabilities are recognized at the lease commencement date based on the present value of lease payments over the
lease term. Lease payments consist of the fixed payments under the arrangement, less any lease incentives, such as tenant improvement allowances. Variable
costs, such as maintenance and utilities based on actual usage, are not included in the measurement of right-to-use assets and lease liabilities but are expensed
when the event determining the amount of variable consideration to be paid occurs. As the implicit rate of our leases is not determinable, we use an
incremental borrowing rate ("IBR") based on the information available at the lease commencement date in determining the present value of lease payments.
The lease expense is recognized on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
We generally use the base, non-cancelable lease term when recognizing the right-of-use assets and lease liabilities, unless it is reasonably certain that a
renewal or termination option will be exercised. We account for lease components and non-lease components as a single lease component.
Leases with a term of twelve months or less are not recognized on the consolidated balance sheets. We recognize lease expense for these leases on a
straight-line basis over the term of the lease.
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Recently Adopted Accounting Pronouncements
In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842) ("ASU 2016-02"), as amended, which requires recognition of lease assets and
liabilities for leases with terms of more than 12 months. This standard is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018, with early adoption
permitted. We adopted this standard effective August 1, 2019 using the transitional provision which allows for the adoption of Topic 842 to be applied
prospectively at the beginning of the fiscal year of adoption. As such, the condensed consolidated balance sheets for prior periods are not comparable to our
fiscal 2020 periods. The adoption of this new standard resulted in the recognition of operating lease right-of-use assets of $16.9 million and operating lease
liabilities of $18.0 million. We have elected the package of practical expedients permitted under the transition guidance, which allows us to carryforward our
historical lease classification, our assessment on whether a contract is or contains a lease, and our initial direct costs for any leases that existed prior to
adoption of the new standard. We have also elected to combine lease and non-lease components for real estate and co-location arrangements. In addition, we
elected not to recognize lease liabilities and related right-of-use assets for leases that, at the lease commencement date, have a lease term of 12 months or less.
In December 2019, the FASB issued ASU No. 2019-12, Income Taxes (Topic 740) ("ASU 2019-12"): Simplifying the Accounting for Income Taxes. The
new standard eliminates certain exceptions related to the approach for intraperiod tax allocation, the methodology for calculating income taxes in an interim
period, and the recognition of deferred tax liabilities for outside basis differences related to changes in ownership of equity method investments and foreign
subsidiaries. The guidance also simplifies aspects of accounting for franchise taxes and enacted changes in tax laws or rates, and clarifies the accounting for
transactions that result in a step-up in the tax basis of goodwill. For public business entities, it is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2020,
including interim periods within those fiscal years. Early adoption is permitted. We early adopted this standard as of November 1, 2019, and it did not have a
material impact to our consolidated financial statements.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements Not Yet Adopted
In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13, Financial Instruments-Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial
Instruments. This standard amends guidance on reporting credit losses for assets held at amortized cost basis and available-for-sale debt securities to require
that credit losses on available-for-sale debt securities be presented as an allowance rather than as a write-down. The measurement of credit losses for newly
recognized financial assets and subsequent changes in the allowance for credit losses are recorded in the statements of operations. For public business entities,
it is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019, including interim periods within those fiscal years. Early adoption is permitted. We are
currently evaluating the potential impact of this standard on our consolidated financial statements.
Note 2. Revenue Recognition
Disaggregation of Revenue
Subscription and support revenue is recognized over time and accounted for approximately 98% and 97% of our revenue for the three months ended
January 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, and approximately 98% of our revenue for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019.
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The following table summarizes the revenue by region based on the shipping address of customers who have contracted to use our cloud platform:
Six Months Ended January 31,

Three Months Ended January 31,
2020
Amount

2019
% Revenue

Amount

2019

2020
% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

(in thousands, except per percentage data)

United States
Europe, Middle East and Africa
Asia Pacific

$
(*)

49,629

49 % $

37,626

51 % $

95,574

49 % $

67,433

49 %

41,002

40 %

29,552

40 %

79,291

41 %

56,946

41 %

8,828

9%

5,674

7%

16,647

8%

10,463

8%

1,809

2%

1,450

2%

3,346

2%

2,758

2%

100 % $

74,302

100 % $ 137,600

100 %

Other
$

Total

101,268

100 % $ 194,858

(*)

Revenue from the United Kingdom ("U.K.") represented 10% of our revenue for the three months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, and 11% and
10% of our revenue for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
The following table summarizes the revenue from contracts by type of customer:
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020
Amount

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019
% Revenue

Amount

2020
% Revenue

Amount

2019
% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

(in thousands, except per percentage data)

Channel partners

$

Direct customers
Total

98,132
3,136

$

101,268

97 % $

71,074

96 % $

3%

3,228

4%

100 % $

74,302

100 % $

188,375

97 % $

6,483
194,858

3%
100 % $

131,093

95 %

6,507

5%

137,600

100 %

Significant Customers
No single customer accounted for 10% or more of our revenue for the three and six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019. The following table
summarizes 10% or more of the total balance of accounts receivable, net:
January 31, 2020

July 31, 2019

Channel partner A

16%

Channel partner B

12%

*

Channel partner C

10%

10%

Channel partner D

*

12%

(*)

11%

Represents less than 10%.

Contract Balances
Contract liabilities consist of deferred revenue and include payments received in advance of performance under the contract. Such amounts are
recognized as revenue over the contractual period. For the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, we recognized revenue of $148.4 million and $68.2
million, respectively, that was included in the corresponding contract liability balance at the beginning of these periods.
Remaining Performance Obligations
The typical subscription and support term is one to three years. Most of our subscription and support contracts are non-cancelable over the contractual
term. However, customers typically have the right to terminate their contracts for cause, if we
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fail to perform. As of January 31, 2020, the aggregate amount of the transaction price allocated to remaining performance obligations was $608.5 million. We
expect to recognize 56% of the transaction price over the next 12 months and 98% of the transaction price over the next three years, with the remainder
recognized thereafter.
Costs to Obtain and Fulfill a Contract
We capitalize sales commission and associated payroll taxes paid to internal sales personnel that are incremental to the acquisition of channel partner
and direct customer contracts. These costs are recorded as deferred contract acquisition costs in the condensed consolidated balance sheets.
The following table summarizes the activity of the deferred contract acquisition costs:
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Beginning balance

$

70,426

Capitalization of contract acquisition costs
Amortization of deferred contract acquisition costs
Ending balance
Deferred contract acquisition costs, current

55,978

$

69,785

$

55,910

9,080

15,690

13,472

(5,890)

(4,457)

(11,425)

(8,781)

$

74,050

$

60,601

$

74,050

$

60,601

$

23,527

$

18,058

$

23,527

$

18,058

Deferred contract acquisition costs, noncurrent
Total deferred contract acquisition costs

$

9,514

50,523
$

74,050

42,543
$

60,601

50,523
$

74,050

42,543
$

60,601

Sales commissions accrued but not paid as of January 31, 2020 and July 31, 2019, totaled $5.7 million and $9.0 million, respectively, which are
included within accrued compensation in the condensed consolidated balance sheets.
Note 3. Cash Equivalents and Short-Term Investments
Cash equivalents and short-term investments consisted of the following as of January 31, 2020:
Amortized
Cost

Unrealized
Gains

Unrealized
Losses

Fair Value

(in thousands)

Cash equivalents:
Money market funds

$

42,374

U.S. government agency securities
Total

$

1,500
$

—

$

—

—

$

—

43,874

$

—

$

71,914

$

254

$

42,374
1,500

—

$

—

$

43,874

Short-term investments:
U.S. treasury securities

$

U.S. government agency securities

112,956

Corporate debt securities

47

122,903

(23)

334

72,168
112,980

(5)

123,232

Total

$

307,773

$

635

$

(28)

$

308,380

Total cash equivalents and short-term investments

$

351,647

$

635

$

(28)

$

352,254
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Cash equivalents and short-term investments consisted of the following as of July 31, 2019:
Amortized
Cost

Unrealized
Gains

Cash equivalents:

Unrealized
Losses

Fair Value

(in thousands)

Money market funds

$

55,036

$

—

$

—

$

55,036

$

125,042

$

248

$

(9)

$

125,281

Short-term investments:
U.S. treasury securities
U.S. government agency securities

64,689

7

(50)

64,646

Corporate debt securities

96,047

207

(19)

96,235

Total

$

285,778

$

462

$

(78)

$

286,162

Total cash equivalents and short-term investments

$

340,814

$

462

$

(78)

$

341,198

The amortized cost and fair value of our short-term investments based on their stated maturities consisted of the following as of January 31, 2020:
Amortized
Cost

Fair Value

(in thousands)

Due within one year

$

173,815

Due between one and two years

$

174,232

133,958
$

Total

307,773

134,148
$

308,380

Short-term investments that were in an unrealized loss position as of January 31, 2020 consisted of the following:
Less than 12 Months
Fair
Value

Greater than 12 Months

Unrealized
Losses

Fair
Value

Total

Unrealized
Losses

Fair
Value

Unrealized
Losses

(in thousands)

U.S. government agency securities

$

28,149

$

34,437

Corporate debt securities
Total

$

(17)

$

(21)

6,288

$

20,121

$

21,121

(4)

$

(6)

1,000

$

48,270

$

55,558

(1)
$

(7)

$

(23)

$

(28)

7,288

(5)

Unrealized losses of the above securities were primarily attributable to changes in interest rates.
Short-term investments that were in an unrealized loss position as of July 31, 2019 consisted of the following:
Less than 12 Months
Fair
Value

Greater than 12 Months

Unrealized
Losses

Fair
Value

Total

Unrealized
Losses

Fair
Value

Unrealized
Losses

(in thousands)

U.S. treasury securities

$

5,719

$

(9)

$

—

$

—

$

5,719

$

(9)

U.S. government agency securities

36,550

(37)

9,992

(13)

46,542

(50)

Corporate debt securities

14,279

(16)

8,364

(3)

22,643

(19)

Total

$

56,548

$

(62)

14

$

18,356

$

(16)

$

74,904

$

(78)
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We review the individual securities that have unrealized losses in our short-term investment portfolio on a regular basis to evaluate whether or not any
security has experienced an other-than-temporary decline in fair value. We evaluate, among others, whether we have the intention to sell any of these
investments and whether it is not more likely than not that we will be required to sell any of them before recovery of the amortized cost basis. Based on this
evaluation, we determined that there were no other-than-temporary impairments associated with our short-term investments as of January 31, 2020 and July
31, 2019.
Note 4. Fair Value Measurements
We measure our financial assets and liabilities at fair value at each reporting period using a fair value hierarchy which requires us to maximize the use
of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs when measuring fair value. A financial instrument’s classification within the fair value
hierarchy is based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement.
Our money market funds are classified within Level I due to the highly liquid nature of these assets and have quoted prices in active markets. Certain of
our investments in available-for-sale securities (i.e., U.S. treasury securities, U.S. government agency securities and corporate debt securities) are classified
within Level II. The fair value of these securities is priced by using inputs based on non-binding market consensus prices that are primarily corroborated by
observable market data or quoted market prices for similar instruments.
Assets that are measured at fair value on a recurring basis consisted of the following as of January 31, 2020:

Fair Value

Cash equivalents:
Money market funds

Level II

Level III

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs

(in thousands)

$

42,374

U.S. government agency securities
Total

Level I
Quoted Prices
in Active
Markets for
Identical Assets

$

1,500

42,374

$

—

—

$

1,500

—
—

$

43,874

$

42,374

$

1,500

$

—

$

72,168

$

—

$

72,168

$

—

Short-term investments:
U.S. treasury securities
U.S. government agency securities

112,980

—

112,980

Corporate debt securities

123,232

—

123,232

—
—

Total

$

308,380

$

—

$

308,380

$

—

Total cash equivalents and short-term investments

$

352,254

$

42,374

$

309,880

$

—
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Assets that are measured at fair value on a recurring basis consisted of the following as of July 31, 2019:

Fair Value

Level I

Level II

Level III

Quoted Prices
in Active
Markets for
Identical Assets

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs

Cash equivalents:
Money market funds

(in thousands)

$

55,036

$

55,036

$

—

$

—

$

125,281

$

—

$

125,281

$

—

Short-term investments:
U.S. treasury securities
U.S. government agency securities

64,646

—

64,646

—

Corporate debt securities

96,235

—

96,235

—

Total

$

286,162

$

—

$

286,162

$

—

Total cash equivalents and short-term investments

$

341,198

$

55,036

$

286,162

$

—

We did not have transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy of assets measured at fair value during the periods presented.
Note 5. Property and Equipment
Property and equipment consisted of the following:
January 31, 2020

July 31, 2019

(in thousands)

Hosting equipment

$

62,136

$

56,910

Computers and equipment

3,459

2,837

Purchased software

1,311

1,311

Capitalized internal-use software

16,221

9,904

Furniture and fixtures

1,868

1,566

Leasehold improvements

8,247

2,255

Property and equipment, gross
Less: Accumulated depreciation and amortization
Total property and equipment, net

$

93,242

74,783

(40,887)

(33,737)

52,355

$

41,046

We recognized depreciation and amortization expense on property and equipment of $3.9 million and $2.5 million for the three months ended January
31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, and $7.5 million and $4.7 million for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
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Note 6. Goodwill and Acquired Intangible Assets
The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill consisted of the following:
Amount
(in thousands)

Balance as of July 31, 2019

$

7,479

Goodwill activity

—

Balance as of January 31, 2020

$

7,479

Acquired intangible assets consist of developed technology and customer relationships acquired through our asset and business acquisitions. Acquired
intangible assets are amortized using the straight-line method over their useful lives.
Acquired intangible assets subject to amortization consisted of the following as of January 31, 2020 and July 31, 2019:
Gross Carrying Amount

Accumulated Amortization

Additions

Amortization
Expense

July 31, 2019

Developed technology
Customer relationships
Total

January 31, 2020

July 31, 2019

$

9,456
160

$

—
—

$

9,456
160

$

(in thousands)
(897)
$
(11)

$

9,616

$

—

$

9,616

$

(908)

$

Net Carrying Amount

January 31, 2020

January 31, 2020

July 31, 2019

(1,405)
(16)

$

(2,302)
(27)

$

7,154
133

$

8,559
149

(1,421)

$

(2,329)

$

7,287

$

8,708

Amortization expense of acquired intangible assets for the three and six months ended January 31, 2020 was $0.6 million and $1.4 million, respectively.
Amortization expense of acquired intangible assets for the three and six months ended January 31, 2019 was $0.1 million and $0.2 million, respectively.
Amortization expense of developed technology and customer relationships is recorded primarily within cost of revenues, sales and marketing expenses and
research and development expenses in the condensed consolidated statements of operations.
Future amortization expense of acquired intangible assets consisted of the following as of January 31, 2020:
Amount
Year ending July 31,

(in thousands)

2020 (remaining six months)

$

1,283

2021

2,567

2022

1,960

2023

1,456

2024

21
$

Total
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Note 7. Operating Leases
The following is a summary of our operating lease costs for the three and six months ended January 31, 2020:
Three Months Ended January 31, 2020
Real Estate
Arrangements

Co-Location
Arrangements

Six Months Ended January 31, 2020
Real Estate
Arrangements

Total

Co-Location
Arrangements

Total

(in thousands)

Operating lease

$

Short-term lease cost

$

347

Variable lease cost
Total operating lease costs

1,165

1,913

$

263

401
$

2,098

2,813

$

2,333

610

452
$

3,263
853

$

4,726

$

3,882

626
613
$

$

6,215

425

1,051

939

3,572

$

1,552

5,246

$

8,818

At January 31, 2020, the real estate arrangements’ weighted-average remaining lease term and weighted-average discount rate for operating leases were
5.5 years and 4.7%, respectively. At January 31, 2020, the co-location arrangements' weighted-average remaining lease term and weighted-average discount
rate for operating leases were 2.3 years and 3.3%. respectively.
Cash paid for amounts included in the measurement of operating lease liabilities was $2.9 million and $5.2 million for the three and six months ended
January 31, 2020.
Rent expense was $0.8 million and $1.4 million for the three and six months ended January 31, 2019, respectively. Bandwidth and co-location expenses
were $3.4 million and $6.4 million for the three and six months ended January 31, 2019, respectively. Rent expense prior to fiscal 2020 was recognized in
accordance with ASC 840, Leases, using the straight-line method over the term of the lease.
Maturities of operating lease liabilities consisted of the following as of January 31, 2020:
Real Estate
Arrangements

Co-Location
Arrangements

Year ending July 31,

Total

(in thousands)

2020 (remaining six months)

$

2,171

$

4,062

$

6,233

2021

3,912

8,087

11,999

2022

2,899

5,826

8,725

2023

2,601

394

2,995

2024

2,666

—

2,666

Thereafter

5,847

—

5,847

Total future minimum lease payments

$

Less: Imputed interest

20,096

$

3,304
$

Total

16,792

18,369

$

719
$

17,650

38,465
4,023

$

34,442

As of January 31, 2020, we have entered into non-cancelable operating leases with a term greater than 12 months that have not yet commenced with
undiscounted future minimum payments of $20.5 million, which are excluded from the above table. These operating leases will commence between February
2020 and October 2022 with lease terms ranging from 2.0 years to 6.0 years.
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Future minimum payments under non-cancelable operating leases consisted of the following as of July 31, 2019:
Real Estate
Arrangements

Data Center
Arrangements

Year ending July 31,

Total

(in thousands)

2020

$

4,624

$

11,766

$

16,390

2021

5,836

9,890

15,726

2022

4,871

5,533

10,404

2023

6,143

106

6,249

2024

6,509

—

6,509

15,977

—

15,977

Thereafter
$

Total

43,960

$

27,295

$

71,255

Note 8. Commitments and Contingencies
Non-cancelable Purchase Obligations
In the normal course of business, we enter into non-cancelable purchase commitments with various parties to purchase products and services such as
technology equipment, subscription-based cloud service arrangements, corporate events and consulting services. As of January 31, 2020, and July 31, 2019,
we had outstanding non-cancelable purchase obligations with a term of 12 months or longer of $7.0 million and $2.5 million, respectively.
Legal Matters
Symantec Litigation
On December 12, 2016 and April 18, 2017, Symantec Corporation ("Symantec") filed two separate complaints in the U.S. District Court for the District
of Delaware, alleging that "Zscaler's cloud security platform" infringed multiple U.S. patents held by Symantec (the "Symantec Cases"). The complaints in
the Symantec Cases sought compensatory damages, injunctions, enhanced damages and attorney fees. In July and August 2017, the Symantec Cases were
transferred to the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California. On November 4, 2019, Broadcom, Inc. ("Broadcom") announced the completion
of its acquisition of certain assets and assumption of certain liabilities of Symantec's enterprise security business, including all rights, titles, and interests in
the patents asserted in the Symantec Cases.
On January 12, 2020, we entered into a settlement and patent license agreement with CA, Inc., a Broadcom affiliate, pursuant to which the Symantec
Cases were dismissed with prejudice effective as of January 13, 2020. In connection with the settlement, we made a payment of $15.0 million to Broadcom,
and Broadcom provided us with patent licenses, a release and a covenant not to sue. We determined that there is no material future economic benefit from the
acquired Broadcom license and accordingly, we recorded an expense of $15.0 million within general and administrative expenses in the consolidated
statement of operations for the quarter ended January 31, 2020.
Finjan Litigation
As further disclosed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended July 31, 2019, in April 2019 we entered into a patent license and
settlement agreements with Finjan, Inc. and its affiliates (collectively "Finjan"), resolving all claims alleged by Finjan in the complaint filed on December 5,
2017. The settlement agreements required us to make a cash payment to Finjan for $7.3 million, of which $4.1 million was accrued in the three months ended
April 30, 2019, $0.7 million in fiscal 2018 and $2.5 million in fiscal 2017.
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Other Litigation and Claims
In addition, from time to time we are a party to various litigation matters and subject to claims that arise in the ordinary course of business, including
patent, commercial, product liability, employment, class action, whistleblower and other litigation and claims, as well as governmental and other regulatory
investigations and proceedings. In addition, third parties may from time to time assert claims against us in the form of letters and other communications.
Except as otherwise described above, there is no pending or threatened legal proceeding to which we are a party that, in our opinion, is likely to have a
material adverse effect on our future financial results or operations; however, the results of litigation and claims are inherently unpredictable. Regardless of
the outcome, litigation can have an adverse impact on us because of defense and settlement costs, diversion of management resources and other factors. The
expense of litigation and the timing of this expense from period to period are difficult to estimate, subject to change and could adversely affect our results of
operations.
Note 9. Stock-Based Compensation
Equity Incentive Plans
We adopted the Fiscal Year 2018 Equity Incentive Plan (the "2018 Plan") in fiscal 2018 and the 2007 Stock Plan (the "2007 Plan") in fiscal 2008,
collectively referred to as the "Plans." Equity incentive awards which may be granted to eligible participants under the Plans include restricted stock units,
restricted stock, stock options, nonstatutory stock options, stock appreciation rights, performance units and performance shares. With the establishment of the
2018 Plan, we no longer grant stock-based awards under the 2007 Plan and any shares underlying stock options that expire or terminate or are forfeited or
repurchased by us under the 2007 Plan are automatically transferred to the 2018 Plan.
Stock Options
As of January 31, 2020, a total of 25.1 million shares of common stock have been reserved for the issuance of equity awards under the 2018 Plan, of
which 20.6 million shares were available for grant. The number of shares of common stock available for issuance under the 2018 Plan also includes an annual
increase on the first day of each fiscal year pursuant to its automatic annual increase provision.
The stock option activity consisted of the following for the six months ended January 31, 2020:

Outstanding
Stock
Options

Weighted-Average
Exercise
Price

Weighted-Average
Remaining
Contractual Term
(in years)

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value

(in thousands, except per share amounts)

Balance as of July 31, 2019

8,861

Granted
Exercised

$

7.16

150

49.59

(1,220)

5.54

4.6

$

683,294
62,182

Canceled, forfeited or expired

(297)

Balance as of January 31, 2020

7,494

$

8.14
8.24

4.3

$

358,629

Exercisable and expected to vest as of July 31, 2019

3,311

$

5.60

4.0

$

260,479

Exercisable and expected to vest as of January 31, 2020

3,469

$

6.06

3.8

$

173,540

The aggregate intrinsic value of the options exercised represents the difference between the estimated fair value of our common stock on the date of
exercise and their exercise price. The total intrinsic value of options exercised for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019 was $62.2 million and
$129.6 million, respectively. The weighted-average grant-
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date fair value per share of stock options granted for the six months ended January 31, 2020 was $22.76. There were no stock options granted during the six
months ended January 31, 2019.
We estimated the fair value of stock options using the Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following assumptions:
Six Months Ended
January 31, 2020

Expected term (in years)

6.1

Expected stock price volatility

46.1%

Risk-free interest rate

1.7%

Dividend yield

0.0%

Restricted Stock Units and Performance Stock Units
The 2018 Plan allows for the grant of restricted stock units ("RSUs"). Generally, RSUs are subject to a four-year vesting period, with 25% of the shares
vesting approximately one year from the vesting commencing date and quarterly thereafter over the remaining vesting term.
The 2018 Plan allows for the grant of performance stock units ("PSUs"). The right to earn the PSUs is subject to achievement of the defined
performance metrics and continuous employment service. The performance metrics are defined and approved by the compensation committee of our board of
directors. Generally, earned PSUs are subject to additional time-based vesting in accordance with the respective award agreement. As of January 31, 2020,
there were 0.4 million outstanding PSUs for which the performance metrics have not been defined or approved by the compensation committee. Accordingly,
such awards are not considered granted for accounting purposes as of January 31, 2020 and have been excluded from the below table.
The RSU and PSU activity consisted of the following for the six months ended January 31, 2020:

Underlying Shares

Weighted-Average
Grant Date Fair Value

Aggregate
Intrinsic Value

(in thousands, except per share data)

Balance as of July 31, 2019

4,152

Granted

2,106

48.63

Vested

(509)

39.20

Canceled or forfeited

$

(318)

Balance as of January 31, 2020

5,431

48.51

$

349,872
23,987

53.77
$

49.12

$

304,659

Employee Stock Purchase Plan
We adopted the Fiscal Year 2018 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (the "ESPP") in the third quarter of fiscal 2018. As of January 31, 2020, a total of 4.7
million shares of common stock have been reserved for issuance under the ESPP, of which 3.3 million shares were available for grant. The number of shares
reserved includes an annual increase on the first day of each fiscal year pursuant to its automatic annual increase provision. The ESPP provides for
consecutive offering periods that will typically have a duration of approximately 24 months in length and is comprised of four purchase periods of
approximately six months in length. The offering periods are scheduled to start on the first trading day on or after June 15 and December 15 of each year.
During the quarter ended January 31, 2020, employees purchased approximately 0.3 million shares of our common stock under our employee stock purchase
plan at an average purchase price of $18.80 per share, resulting in total cash proceeds of $5.3 million.
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ESPP employee payroll contributions accrued at January 31, 2020 and July 31, 2019 were $2.6 million and $2.1 million, respectively, and are included
within accrued compensation in the condensed consolidated balance sheets. Payroll contributions accrued as of January 31, 2020 will be used to purchase
shares at the end of the current ESPP purchase period ending on June 15, 2020. Payroll contributions ultimately used to purchase shares will be reclassified to
stockholders' equity on the purchase date.
The fair value of the purchase right for the ESPP is estimated on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model with the following
assumptions:
Six Months Ended January
31, 2020

Expected Term in Years
Expected stock price volatility

Six Months Ended January
31, 2019

0.5 - 2.0

0.5 - 2.0

53.6% - 57.6%

44.0% - 61.9%

1.5% - 1.7%
0.0%

2.5% - 2.7%
0.0%

Risk-free interest rate
Dividend Yield
Early Exercised Stock Options

During the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, we reclassified to additional paid-in capital $0.3 million and $0.6 million, respectively, related
to common stock issued upon early exercise of stock options which vested during these periods. As of January 31, 2020 and July 31, 2019, the number of
shares of early exercised common stock subject to repurchase was approximately 63,000 shares and 122,000 shares with an aggregate exercise price of $0.3
million and $0.6 million, respectively. The liability for early exercised stock options is included within accrued expenses and other current liabilities in the
condensed consolidated balance sheets.
Notes Receivable from Stockholders
Prior to fiscal 2017, we entered into notes receivable agreements with certain of our current and former executives and employees in connection with
the exercise of their stock options. During the six months ended January 31, 2019, the outstanding principal amount of $1.9 million and accrued interest of
$0.2 million were fully repaid.
Stock-based Compensation Expense
The components of stock-based compensation expense recognized in the condensed consolidated statements of operations consisted of the following:
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Cost of revenue

$

Sales and marketing

1,580

$

619

$

2,961

$

1,122

11,943

5,517

21,982

8,318

Research and development

6,077

4,398

10,951

7,193

General and administrative

4,266

2,693

6,348

4,180

Total

$

23,866

$

13,227

$

42,242

$

20,813

As of January 31, 2020, the unrecognized stock-based compensation cost related to outstanding equity-based awards was $239.7 million, which we
expect to be amortized over a weighted-average period of 2.9 years.
During the three and six months ended January 31, 2020, we capitalized $1.2 million and $2.0 million, respectively of stock-based compensation
associated with the development of software for internal-use. Stock-based compensation related to projects capitalized in the prior comparative period was
immaterial.
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Note 10. Income Taxes
Our tax provision for interim periods is determined using an estimate of our annual effective tax rate, adjusted for discrete items, if any, that arise
during the period. Each quarter, we update our estimate of the annual effective tax rate, and if the estimated annual effective tax rate changes, we make a
cumulative adjustment in such period.
Our quarterly tax provision, and estimate of our annual effective tax rate, is subject to variation due to several factors, including variability in pre-tax
income (or loss), the mix of jurisdictions to which such income relates, changes in how we do business, and tax law developments. Our estimated annual
effective tax rate for the year differs from the U.S. statutory rate of 21% as a result of our U.S. losses for which no benefit will be realized, as well as our
foreign operations which are subject to tax rates that differ from those in the U.S.
We recorded a provision for income taxes of $0.7 million and $0.5 million for the three months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, and
$1.5 million and $0.9 million for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. We are subject to income tax in the U.S. as well as other tax
jurisdictions in which we conduct business. Earnings from our non-U.S. operations are subject to income taxes in the countries in which we operate. Our
provision for income taxes consists primarily of both income and withholding taxes in the foreign jurisdictions in which we conduct business.
The realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon the generation of sufficient taxable income of the appropriate character in future periods. We
assess our ability to realize the deferred tax assets on a quarterly basis and we establish a valuation allowance if it is more-likely-than-not that some portion of
the deferred tax assets will not be realized. We weigh all available positive and negative evidence, including our earnings history and results of recent
operations, scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income and tax planning strategies. Due to the weight of objectively
verifiable negative evidence, including our history of losses in certain jurisdictions, we believe that it is more likely than not that our U.S. federal, state, and
U.K. deferred tax assets will not be realized. Accordingly, we have maintained a valuation allowance on our U.S. federal, state, and U.K. deferred tax assets.
Note 11. Net Loss Per Share Attributable to Common Stockholders
The following table sets forth the computation of basic and diluted net loss per share attributable to common stockholders:
Three Months Ended
January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended
January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Net loss

$

(29,154)

Weighted-average shares used in computing net loss per share, basic
and diluted
Net loss per share, basic and diluted

$

128,408
$

(0.23)

23

(3,555)

$

122,741
$

(0.03)

(46,230)

$

127,978
$

(0.36)

(11,143)
121,664

$

(0.09)
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Since we have reported net losses for all periods presented, we have excluded all potentially dilutive securities from the calculation of the diluted net
loss per share as their effect is antidilutive and accordingly, basic and diluted net loss per share is the same for all periods presented.
The following table summarizes the outstanding potentially dilutive securities that were excluded from the computation of diluted net loss per share
because the impact of including them would have been antidilutive:
January 31,
2020

2019
(in thousands)

Outstanding stock options
Shares subject to repurchase from early exercised stock options
Share purchase rights under the ESPP
Unvested RSUs
Unvested PSUs
Total

(*)

7,494

12,028

63

239

807

1,410

4,944

3,037

487

464

13,795

17,178

The number of unvested PSUs is based on the target number of shares granted and excludes unvested PSUs for which performance conditions have not
been established as of January 31, 2020, as they are not considered outstanding for accounting purposes. Refer to Note 9, Stock-Based Compensation for
further information.
(*)
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Item 2. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
The following discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations should be read in conjunction with our condensed
consolidated financial statements and related notes included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q and with our Management’s Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations included in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended July 31, 2019, filed with the SEC.
As discussed in the section titled "Special Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements," the following discussion contains forward-looking statements that
involve risks and uncertainties. Our actual results could differ materially from those discussed below. Factors that could cause or contribute to such
difference include, but are not limited to, those identified below and those discussed in the section titled "Risk Factors" and elsewhere in this Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q. Our fiscal year end is July 31, and our fiscal quarters end on October 31, January 31, April 30 and July 31. Our fiscal year ended July
31, 2019 is referred to as fiscal 2019 and our fiscal year ending July 31, 2020 is referred to as fiscal 2020.
Overview
Zscaler was incorporated in 2007, during the early stages of cloud adoption and mobility, based on a vision that the internet would become the new
corporate network as the cloud becomes the new data center. We predicted that with rapid cloud adoption and increasing workforce mobility, traditional
perimeter security approaches would provide inadequate protection for users and data and an increasingly poor user experience. We pioneered a security
cloud that represents a fundamental shift in the architectural design and approach to network security.
We generate revenue primarily from sales of subscriptions to access our cloud platform, together with related support services. We also generate an
immaterial amount of revenue from professional and other services, which consist primarily of fees associated with mapping, implementation, network design
and training. Our subscription pricing is calculated on a per-user basis. We recognize subscription and support revenue ratably over the life of the contract,
which is generally one to three years. As of July 31, 2019, we had expanded our operations to over 3,900 customers across major industries, with users in 185
countries. Government agencies and some of the largest enterprises in the world rely on us to help them transform to the cloud, including more than 400 of
the Forbes Global 2000 as of July 31, 2019.
We operate our business as one reportable segment. Our revenue has experienced significant growth in recent periods. For six months ended January
31, 2020 and 2019, our revenue was $194.9 million and $137.6 million, respectively. However, we have incurred net losses in all periods since our inception.
For six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, our net loss was $46.2 million and $11.1 million, respectively. We expect we will continue to incur net
losses for the foreseeable future, as we continue investing in our sales and marketing organization to take advantage of our market opportunity, to invest in
research and development efforts to enhance the functionality of our cloud platform, to incur additional compliance and other related costs as we operate as a
public company, and address any legal matters and related accruals, as further described in Note 8, Commitments and Contingencies, of our condensed
consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Certain Factors Affecting Our Performance
Increased Internet Traffic and Adoption of Cloud-Based Software and Security
The adoption of cloud applications and infrastructure, explosion of internet traffic volumes and shift to mobile-first computing generally, and the pace
at which enterprises adopt the internet as their corporate network in particular, impact our ability to drive market adoption of our cloud platform. We believe
that most enterprises are in the early stages of a broad transformation to the cloud. Organizations are increasingly relying on the internet to operate their
businesses, deploying new SaaS applications and migrating internally managed line-of-business applications to the cloud. However, the growing dependence
on the internet has increased exposure to malicious or compromised websites, and sophisticated hackers are exploiting the gaps left by legacy network
security appliances. To securely access the internet and transform their networks,
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organizations must also make fundamental changes in their network and security architectures. We believe that most organizations have yet to fully make
these investments. Since we enable organizations to securely transform to the cloud, we believe that the imperative for organizations to securely move to the
cloud will increase demand for our cloud platform and broaden our customer base.
New Customer Acquisition
We believe that our ability to increase the number of customers on our cloud platform is an indicator of our market penetration and our future business
opportunities. As of July 31, 2019 and 2018, we had over 3,900 and over 3,250 customers, respectively, across all major geographies. As of July 31, 2019, we
had over 400 of the Forbes Global 2000 as customers. Our ability to continue to grow this number will increase our future opportunities for renewals and
follow-on sales. We believe that we have significant room to capture additional market share and intend to continue to invest significantly in sales and
marketing to engage our prospective customers, increase brand awareness, further leverage our channel partnerships and drive adoption of our solution.
Follow-On Sales
We typically expand our relationship with our customers over time. While most of our new customers route all of their internet-bound web traffic
through our cloud platform, some of our customers initially use our services for specific users or specific security functionality. We leverage our land-andexpand model with the goal of generating incremental revenue, often within the term of the initial subscription, by increasing sales to our existing customers
in one of three ways:
•

expanding deployment of our cloud platform to cover additional users;

•

upgrading to a more advanced Business, Transformation or Secure Transformation suite; and

•

selling a ZPA subscription to a ZIA customer, a ZIA subscription to a ZPA customer, or other features on an a la carte basis.

Investing in Business Growth
Since our founding, we have invested significantly in growing our business. We intend to continue (i) investing in our research and development
organization and our development efforts to offer new solutions on our platform and (ii) dedicating resources to update and upgrade our existing solutions. In
addition, we expect our general and administrative expenses to increase in absolute dollars in the foreseeable future, as we continue to operate as a public
company, and address any legal matters and related accruals, as further described in Note 8, Commitments and Contingencies, of our condensed consolidated
financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
We also intend to continue to invest significantly in sales and marketing to grow and train our sales force, broaden our brand awareness and expand and
deepen our channel partner relationships. While these planned investments will increase our operating expenses in the short term, we believe that over the
long term these investments will help us to expand our customer base and grow our business. We also are investing in programs to increase recognition of our
brand and solutions, including joint marketing activities with our channel partners and strategic partners.
While we expect our operating expenses to increase in absolute dollars in the foreseeable future, as a result of these activities, we intend to balance
these investments in future growth with a continued focus on managing our results of operations and investing judiciously. In the long term we anticipate that
these investments will positively impact our business and results of operations.
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Key Business Metrics and Other Financial Measures
We review a number of operating and financial metrics, including the following key metrics, to measure our performance, identify trends, formulate
business plans and make strategic decisions.
Dollar-Based Net Retention Rate
We believe that dollar-based net retention rate is a key metric to measure the long-term value of our customer relationships because it is driven by our
ability to retain and expand the recurring revenue generated from our existing customers. Our dollar-based net retention rate compares the recurring revenue
from a set of customers against the same metric for the prior 12-month period on a trailing basis. Because our customers have repeat buying patterns and the
average term of our contracts is more than 12 months, we measure this metric over a set of customers who were with us as of the last day of the same
reporting period in the prior fiscal year. Our dollar-based net retention rate includes customer attrition. We have not experienced a material increase in
customer attrition rates in recent periods.
We calculate our dollar-based net retention rate as follows:
Denominator: To calculate our dollar-based net retention rate as of the end of a reporting period, we first establish the ARR from all active
subscriptions as of the last day of the same reporting period in the prior fiscal year. This effectively represents recurring dollars that we expect in the next 12month period from the cohort of customers that existed on the last day of the same reporting period in the prior fiscal year.
Numerator: We measure the ARR for that same cohort of customers representing all subscriptions based on confirmed customer orders booked by us as
of the end of the reporting period.
Dollar-based net retention rate is obtained by dividing the numerator by the denominator. Our dollar-based net retention rate may fluctuate due to a
number of factors, including the performance of our cloud platform; our success in selling bigger deals for all employees with our Transformation bundle and
faster upsells within a year can reduce our dollar-based net retention rate in future periods; the timing and the rate of ARR expansion of our existing
customers; potential changes in our rate of renewals and other risk factors described in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Trailing 12 Months Ended
January 31, 2020

Dollar-based net retention rate

116%

Trailing 12 Months Ended
January 31, 2019

118%

Non-GAAP Financial Measures
In addition to our results determined in accordance with U.S. GAAP, we believe the following non-GAAP measures are useful in evaluating our
operating performance. We use the following non-GAAP financial information to evaluate our ongoing operations and for internal planning and forecasting
purposes. We believe that non-GAAP financial information, when taken collectively, may be helpful to investors because it provides consistency and
comparability with past financial performance. However, non-GAAP financial information is presented for supplemental informational purposes only, has
limitations as an analytical tool and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for financial information presented in accordance with U.S. GAAP.
In particular, free cash flow is not a substitute for cash used in operating activities. Additionally, the utility of free cash flow as a measure of our liquidity is
further limited as it does not represent the total increase or decrease in our cash balance for a given period. In addition, other companies, including companies
in our industry, may calculate similarly-titled non-GAAP measures differently or may use other measures to evaluate their performance, all of which could
reduce the usefulness of our non-GAAP financial measures as tools for comparison. A reconciliation is provided below for each non-GAAP financial measure
to the most directly comparable financial measure stated in accordance with U.S. GAAP. Investors are encouraged to review the related GAAP financial
measures and the
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reconciliation of these non-GAAP financial measures to their most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, and not to rely on any single financial
measure to evaluate our business.
Non-GAAP Gross Profit and Non-GAAP Gross Margin
We define non-GAAP gross profit as GAAP gross profit excluding stock-based compensation expense and amortization of acquired intangible assets.
We define non-GAAP gross margin as non-GAAP gross profit as a percentage of revenue.
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Gross profit

$

81,030

$

59,031

$

155,062

$

110,230

Add:
Stock-based compensation expense

1,580

619

2,961

1,122

205

144

410

144

Amortization expense of acquired intangible assets
Non-GAAP gross profit

$

82,815

$

59,794

$

158,433

$

111,496

Gross margin

80 %

79 %

80 %

80 %

Non-GAAP gross margin

82 %

80 %

81 %

81 %

Non-GAAP Income from Operations and Non-GAAP Operating Margin
We define non-GAAP income from operations as GAAP loss from operations excluding stock-based compensation expense, certain litigation-related
expenses, asset impairment related to facility exit and amortization expense of acquired intangible assets. We define non-GAAP operating margin as nonGAAP income from operations as a percentage of revenue. The excluded litigation-related expenses are professional fees and related costs incurred by us in
defending against significant claims that we deem not to be in the ordinary course of our business and, if applicable, accruals related to estimated losses in
connection with these claims. There are many uncertainties and potential outcomes associated with any litigation, including the expense of litigation, timing
of such expenses, court rulings, unforeseen developments, complications and delays, each of which may affect our results of operations from period to period,
as well as the unknown magnitude of the potential loss relating to any lawsuit, all of which are inherently subject to change, difficult to estimate and could
adversely affect our results of operations.
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Loss from operations

$

(30,280)

$

(5,182)

$

(48,555)

$

(13,845)

Add:
Stock-based compensation expense

23,866

13,227

42,242

20,813

Litigation-related expenses

16,334

1,768

18,341

3,942

642

144

1,421

239

Amortization expense of acquired intangible assets
Asset impairment related to facility exit
Non-GAAP income from operations

316

(1)

$

10,878

Operating margin
Non-GAAP operating margin
___________

28

—
$

9,957

316
$

13,765

—
$

11,149

(30) %

(7) %

(25) %

(10) %

11 %

13 %

7%

8%
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(1)

Consists of asset impairment charges related to the relocation of our corporate headquarters.

Free Cash Flow and Free Cash Flow Margin
Free cash flow is a non-GAAP financial measure that we calculate as net cash provided by (used in) operating activities less purchases of property,
equipment and other and capitalized internal-use software. Free cash flow margin is calculated as free cash flow divided by revenue. We believe that free cash
flow and free cash flow margin are useful indicators of liquidity that provide information to management and investors about the amount of cash generated
from our operations that, after the investments in property, equipment and other and capitalized internal-use software, can be used for strategic initiatives,
including investing in our business and strengthening our financial position.
Free cash flow includes the cyclical impact of inflows and outflows resulting from contributions to our employee stock purchase plan for which the
purchase period of approximately six months ends in each of our second and fourth fiscal quarter. As of January 31, 2020, employee contributions to our
employee stock purchase plan was $2.6 million, which will be reclassified to stockholders' equity upon issuance of the shares during our fourth quarter of
fiscal 2020.
In the three months ended January 31, 2020, we made a $15.0 million payment to Broadcom in connection with the settlement of the Symantec Cases.
For further information on this settlement refer to Note 8, Commitments and Contingencies of our condensed consolidated financial statements included
elsewhere in this Quarterly Report Form 10-Q.
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Net cash provided by operating activities

$

5,431

$

15,707

$

26,860

$

26,721

Less:
Purchases of property, equipment and other assets

(4,889)

Capitalized internal-use software
Free cash flow

(3,193)

(2,471)
$

(1,929)

As a percentage of revenue:
Net cash provided by operating activities

(15,099)

(547)
$

11,967

(8,607)

(4,273)
$

7,488

(903)
$

17,211

5%

21 %

14 %

20 %

Purchases of property, equipment and other assets

(5) %

(4) %

(8) %

(6) %

Capitalized internal-use software

(2) %

(1) %

(2) %

(1) %

(2) %

16 %

4%

13 %

Less:

Free cash flow margin
Calculated Billings

Calculated billings is a non-GAAP financial measure that we believe is a key metric to measure our periodic performance. Calculated billings
represents our total revenue plus the change in deferred revenue in a period. Calculated billings in any particular period aims to reflect amounts invoiced for
subscriptions to access our cloud platform, together with related support services related to our new and existing customers. We typically invoice our
customers annually in advance, and to a lesser extent quarterly in advance, monthly in advance or multi-year in advance. Calculated billings increased $20.4
million, or 18%, for the three months ended January 31, 2020 over the three months ended January 31, 2019, and $44.1 million, or 25%, for the six months
ended January 31, 2020 over the six months ended January 31, 2019. As calculated billings continues to grow in absolute terms, we expect our calculated
billings growth rate to trend down over time. We also expect that calculated billings will be affected by seasonality in terms of when we enter into agreements
with customers; and the mix of billings in each reporting period as we typically invoice customers annually in advance, and to a lesser extent quarterly in
advance, monthly in advance or multi-year in advance.
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Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Revenue

$

Add: Total deferred revenue, end of period
Less: Total deferred revenue, beginning of period
Calculated billings

$

101,268

$

74,302

$

194,858

$

137,600

280,022

206,020

280,022

206,020

(245,869)

(165,279)

(251,202)

(164,023)

135,421

$

115,043

$

223,678

$

179,597

Components of Results of Operations
Revenue
We generate revenue primarily from sales of subscriptions to access our cloud platform, together with related support services. These subscription and
related support services accounted for approximately 98% and 97% of our revenue for the three months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, and
approximately 98% for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019. Our contracts with our customers do not at any time provide the customer with the
right to take possession of the software that runs our cloud platform. Our customers may also purchase professional services, such as mapping,
implementation, network design and training. Professional services account for an immaterial portion of our revenue.
We generate revenue from contracts with typical durations ranging from one to three years. We typically invoice our customers annually in advance,
and to a lesser extent quarterly in advance, monthly in advance or multi-year in advance. We recognize revenue ratably over the life of the contract. Amounts
that have been invoiced are recorded in deferred revenue, or they are recorded in revenue if the revenue recognition criteria have been met. Subscriptions that
are invoiced annually in advance or multi-year in advance represent a significant portion of our short-term and long-term deferred revenue in comparison to
invoices issued quarterly in advance or monthly in advance. Accordingly, we cannot predict the mix of invoicing schedules in any given period.
We generally experience seasonality in terms of when we enter into agreements with our customers. We typically enter into a higher percentage of
agreements with new customers, as well as renewal agreements with existing customers, in our second and fourth fiscal quarters. However, because we
recognize revenue ratably over the terms of our subscription contracts, a substantial portion of the revenue that we report in each period is attributable to the
recognition of deferred revenue relating to agreements that we entered into during previous periods. Consequently, increases or decreases in new sales or
renewals in any one period may not be immediately reflected as revenue for that period. Accordingly, the effect of downturns in sales and market acceptance
of our platform, and potential changes in our rate of renewals, may not be fully reflected in our results of operations until future periods.
Cost of Revenue
Cost of revenue includes expenses related to operating our cloud platform in data centers, depreciation of our data center equipment, related overhead
costs and the amortization of our capitalized internal-use software. Cost of revenue also includes employee-related costs, including salaries, bonuses, stockbased compensation expense and employee benefit costs associated with our customer support and cloud operations organizations. Cost of revenue also
includes overhead costs for facilities, IT, amortization and depreciation expense.
As our customers expand and increase the use of our cloud platform driven by additional applications and connected devices, our cost of revenue will
increase due to higher bandwidth and data center expenses. However, we expect to continue to benefit from economies of scale as our customers increase the
use of our cloud platform. We intend to continue to invest additional resources in our cloud platform and our customer support organizations as we grow our
business. The level and timing of investment in these areas could affect our cost of revenue in the future.
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Gross Profit and Gross Margin
Gross profit, or revenue less cost of revenue, and gross margin, or gross profit as a percentage of revenue, have been and will continue to be affected by
various factors, including the timing of our acquisition of new customers and our renewals of and follow-on sales to existing customers, the average sales
price of our services, mix of services offered in our solutions, the data center and bandwidth costs associated with operating our cloud platform, the extent to
which we expand our customer support and cloud operations organizations and the extent to which we can increase the efficiency of our technology,
infrastructure and data centers through technological improvements. We expect our gross profit to increase in absolute dollars and gross margin to remain
relatively unchanged over the long-term, although our gross profit and gross margin could fluctuate from period to period depending on the interplay of all of
the above factors.
Operating Expenses
Our operating expenses consist of sales and marketing, research and development and general and administrative expenses. Personnel costs are the
most significant component of operating expenses and consist of salaries, benefits, bonuses, stock-based compensation expense and, with respect to sales and
marketing expenses, sales commissions that are recognized as expenses. Operating expenses also include overhead costs for facilities, IT, depreciation
expense and amortization expense.
Sales and Marketing
Sales and marketing expenses consist primarily of employee compensation and related expenses, including salaries, bonuses and benefits for our sales
and marketing employees, sales commissions that are recognized as expenses over the period of benefit, stock-based compensation expense, marketing
programs, travel and entertainment expenses, expenses for conferences and events and allocated overhead costs. We capitalize our sales commissions and
associated payroll taxes and recognize them as expenses over the estimated period of benefit. The amount recognized in our sales and marketing expenses
reflects the amortization of cost previously deferred as attributable to each period presented in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, as described below under
"Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates."
We intend to continue to make significant investments in our sales and marketing organization to drive additional revenue, further penetrate the market
and expand our global customer base. As a result, we expect our sales and marketing expenses to continue to increase in absolute dollars and to be our largest
operating expense category for the foreseeable future. In particular, we will continue to invest in growing and training our sales force, broadening our brand
awareness and expanding and deepening our channel partner relationships. However, we expect our sales and marketing expenses to decrease as a percentage
of our revenue over the long term, although our sales and marketing expenses may fluctuate as a percentage of our revenue from period to period due to the
timing and extent of these expenses.
Research and Development
Our research and development expenses support our efforts to add new features to our existing offerings and to ensure the reliability, availability and
scalability of our solutions. Our cloud platform is software-driven, and our research and development teams employ software engineers in the design, and the
related development, testing, certification and support, of these solutions. Accordingly, a majority of our research and development expenses result from
employee-related costs, including salaries, bonuses and benefits, stock-based compensation expense and costs associated with technology tools used by our
engineers. We expect our research and development expenses to continue to increase in absolute dollars for the foreseeable future, as we continue to invest in
research and development efforts to enhance the functionality of our cloud platform, improve the reliability, availability and scalability of our platform and
access new customer markets. However, we expect our research and development expenses to decrease as a percentage of our revenue over the long term,
although our research and development expenses may fluctuate as a percentage of our revenue from period to period due to the timing and extent of these
expenses.
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General and Administrative
General and administrative expenses consist primarily of employee-related costs, including salaries and bonuses, stock-based compensation expense
and employee benefit costs for our finance, legal, human resources and administrative personnel, as well as professional fees for external legal services
(including certain litigation-related expenses), accounting and other related consulting services. The litigation-related expenses include professional fees and
related costs incurred by us in defending significant claims that we deem not to be in the ordinary course of our business and, if applicable, accruals related to
estimated losses in connection with these claims. We expect our general and administrative expenses to increase in absolute dollars for the foreseeable future,
as we continue to incur compliance costs, and other related costs necessary to operate as a public company, and due to any legal matters and related accruals,
as further described in Note 8, Commitments and Contingencies to our condensed consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q. However, we expect our general and administrative expenses to decrease as a percentage of our revenue over the long term, although
our general and administrative expenses may fluctuate as a percentage of our revenue from period to period due to the timing and extent of these expenses. In
particular, litigation-related expenses related to significant litigation claims may result in significant fluctuations from period to period as they are inherently
subject to change and difficult to estimate.
Interest Income
Interest income consist primarily of income earned on our cash equivalents and short-term investments and interest earned on outstanding notes
receivable extended to certain current and former employees who early exercised their stock options. During the six months ended January 31, 2019, the
principal amount and accrued interest of the outstanding notes receivable were fully repaid. For more information on these notes receivable, refer to Note 9,
Stock-Based Compensation, of our consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Other Income (Expense), Net
Other income (expense), net consists primarily of foreign currency transaction gains and losses.
Provision for Income Taxes
Our provision for income taxes consists primarily of income and withholding taxes in the foreign jurisdictions in which we conduct business and
partially offset by the non U.S. tax benefit for excess stock-based compensation deduction. We have not recorded any U.S. federal income tax expense. In the
U.S. we have recorded deferred tax assets for which we provide a full valuation allowance, which includes net operating loss carryforwards and tax credits.
We expect to maintain this full valuation allowance for the foreseeable future as it is more likely than not that some or all of those deferred tax assets may not
be realized based on our history of losses. Additionally, in the U.K., we have recorded deferred tax assets for which we provide a full valuation allowance,
which includes net operating loss carryforwards. We expect to maintain this full valuation allowance for the foreseeable future as it is more likely than not
that some or all of those deferred tax assets may not be realized based on our history of losses.
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Results of Operations
The following tables set forth our results of operations for the periods presented in dollars and as a percentage of our revenue:
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Six Months Ended January 31,

2019

2020

2019

(in thousands)

Revenue

$

101,268

$

74,302

$

194,858

$

137,600

Cost of revenue(1) (2)

20,238

15,271

39,796

27,370

Gross profit

81,030

59,031

155,062

110,230

Sales and marketing(1) (2)

61,621

38,756

121,032

75,301

Research and development(1) (2)

20,706

15,071

40,977

28,257

Operating expenses:

General and

administrative(1) (3) (4)

28,983

10,386

41,608

20,517

Total operating expenses

111,310

64,213

203,617

124,075

Loss from operations

(30,280)

(5,182)

(48,555)

(13,845)

1,855

1,924

3,877

3,514

(13)

250

(42)

62

(28,438)

(3,008)

(44,720)

(10,269)

716

547

1,510

874

Interest income
Other income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss

$

(1) Includes

(29,154)

(3,555)

$

(46,230)

$

(11,143)

stock-based compensation expense as follows:

Cost of revenue

$

1,580

Sales and marketing
Research and development
General and administrative
Total

(2)

$

$

$

2,961

$

1,122

5,517

21,982

8,318

6,077

4,398

10,951

7,193

4,266
$

619

11,943

2,693

6,348

4,180

23,866

$

13,227

$

42,242

$

20,813

205

$

144

$

410

$

144

Includes amortization expense of acquired intangible assets as follows:

Cost of revenue

$

Sales and marketing
Research and development
Total

$

(3) Includes

asset impairment related to facility exit as follows:

(4) Includes

litigation-related expenses as follows:

8

—

16

—

429

—

995

95

642

$

144

$

1,421

$

239

$

316

$

—

$

316

$

—

$

16,334

$

1,768

$

18,341

$

3,942
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Three Months Ended January 31,

Six Months Ended January 31,

2020

2019

2020

2019

100%

100%

100%

100%

20

21

20

20

80

79

80

80

Sales and marketing

61

52

62

55

Research and development

20

20

21

20

Revenue
Cost of revenue
Gross margin
Operating expenses

29

14

21

15

Total operating expenses

General and administrative

110

86

104

90

Operating margin

(30)

(7)

(25)

(10)

2

3

2

3

Interest income
Other income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss

—

—

—

—

(28)

(4)

(23)

(7)

1

1

1

1

(29)%

(5)%

(24)%

(8)%

Comparison of the Three Months Ended January 31, 2020 and 2019
Revenue
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Revenue

$

101,268

$

74,302

$

26,966

36 %

Revenue increased by $27.0 million, or 36% for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months ended January 31, 2019. The
increase in revenue was driven by an increase in users and sales of additional subscriptions to existing customers, which contributed $14.0 million in revenue,
as reflected by our dollar-based net retention rate of 116% for the trailing 12 months ended January 31, 2020. The remainder of the increase was attributable
to the addition of new customers, as we increased our customer base by 17% from January 31, 2019 to January 31, 2020.
Cost of Revenue and Gross Margin
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Cost of revenue

$

20,238

Gross margin

80 %

$

15,271

$

4,967

33 %

79 %

Cost of revenue increased by $5.0 million, or 33%, for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months ended January 31, 2019.
The overall increase in cost of revenue was driven primarily by the expanded use of our cloud platform by existing and new customers, which led to an
increase of $3.1 million for data center and equipment related costs for hosting and operating our cloud platform. Additionally, our employee-related expenses
increased by $2.2 million, inclusive of an increase of $1.0 million in stock-based compensation expense, driven primarily by a 31% increase in headcount in
our customer support and cloud operations organizations from January 31, 2019 to January 31, 2020. Increases in cost of revenue were partially offset by
decreased expenses of $1.2 million associated with certain one-time costs recognized in the three months ended January 31, 2019 that were not present in the
three months ended January 31, 2020.
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Gross margin increased from 79% during the three months ended January 31, 2019 to 80% during the three months ended January 31, 2020. The
increase in gross margin was primarily driven by certain one-time costs recognized in the three months ended January 31, 2019 that were not present in the
three months ended January 31, 2020.
Operating Expenses
Sales and Marketing Expenses
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Sales and marketing

$

61,621

$

38,756

$

22,865

59 %

Sales and marketing expenses increased by $22.9 million, or 59%, for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months ended
January 31, 2019. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $16.9 million in employee-related expenses, inclusive of an increase of $6.4 million in
stock-based compensation expense, and an increase of $2.1 million in sales commissions expense, driven by a 35% increase in headcount from January 31,
2019 to January 31, 2020. The remainder of the increase was primarily attributable to increased expenses of $2.1 million in marketing and advertising
expenses and $2.0 million in travel expenses.
Research and Development Expenses
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Research and development

$

20,706

$

15,071

$

5,635

37 %

Research and development expenses increased by $5.6 million, or 37%, for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months
ended January 31, 2019 as we continued to develop and enhance the functionality of our cloud platform. The increase was primarily driven by an increase of
$5.6 million in employee-related expenses, inclusive of an increase of $1.7 million in stock-based compensation expense, driven by a 38% increase in
headcount from January 31, 2019 to January 31, 2020. The remainder of the increase was primarily attributable to increased expenses of $2.0 million for
facility, IT and professional services. Expense increases were partially offset by higher capitalized internal-use software development costs of $1.9 million to
support the enhancement and growth of our cloud platform.
General and Administrative Expenses
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

General and administrative

$

28,983

$

10,386

$

18,597

179 %

General and administrative expenses increased by $18.6 million, or 179%, for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months
ended January 31, 2019. The increase was primarily due to a $15.0 million payment to Broadcom in January 2020 in connection with the settlement of the
Symantec Cases. For further information on this settlement refer to Note 8, Commitments and Contingencies of our condensed consolidated financial
statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report Form 10-Q. The remaining of the increase was primarily driven by $2.6 million in employee-related
costs, inclusive of an increase of $1.6 million in stock-based compensation expense, driven by a 35% increase in headcount from January 31, 2019 to January
31, 2020.
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Interest Income
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Interest income

$

1,855

$

1,924

$

(69)

(4) %

Interest income decreased by $0.1 million for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months ended January 31, 2019. The
decrease was driven by lower market interest rates.
Other Income (Expense), Net
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Other income (expense), net

$

(13)

$

250

$

(263)

(105) %

Other income (expense), net decreased by $0.3 million for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months ended January 31,
2019. The decrease was primarily driven by fluctuations in foreign currency transaction gains and losses for the three months ended January 31, 2020 as
compared to the three months ended January 31, 2019.
Provision for Income Taxes
Three Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Provision for income taxes

$

716

$

547

$

169

31 %

Our provision for income taxes increased by $0.2 million for the three months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the three months ended January 31,
2019, primarily related to income taxes in the foreign jurisdictions in which we operate.
Our tax provision for interim periods is determined using an estimate of our annual effective tax rate, adjusted for discrete items, if any, that arise
during the period. Each quarter, we update our estimate of the annual effective tax rate, and if the estimated annual effective tax rate changes, we make a
cumulative adjustment in such period.
Our quarterly tax provision, and estimate of our annual effective tax rate, is subject to variation due to several factors, including variability in pre-tax
income or loss, the mix of jurisdictions to which such income relates, changes in how we do business, and tax law developments. Our estimated annual
effective tax rate for the year differs from the U.S. statutory rate of 21% primarily due to the benefit of a portion of our earnings being taxed at rates lower
than the U.S. statutory rate.
The realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon the generation of sufficient taxable income of the appropriate character in future periods. We
assess our ability to realize our deferred tax assets on a quarterly basis and we establish a valuation allowance if it is more-likely-than-not that some portion of
the deferred tax assets will not be realized. We weigh all available positive and negative evidence, including our earnings history and results of recent
operations, scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income and tax planning strategies. Due to the weight of objectively
verifiable negative evidence, including our history of losses in certain jurisdictions, we believe that it is more likely than not that our U.S. federal, state, and
U.K. deferred tax assets will not be realized. Accordingly, we have maintained a valuation allowance on our U.S. federal, state, and U.K. deferred tax assets.
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Comparison of the Six Months Ended January 31, 2020 and 2019
Revenue
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Revenue

$

194,858

$

137,600

$

57,258

42 %

Revenue increased by $57.3 million, or 42% for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months ended January 31, 2019. The
increase in revenue was driven by an increase in users and sales of additional subscriptions to existing customers, which contributed $36.2 million in revenue,
as reflected by our dollar-based net retention rate of 116% for the trailing 12 months ended January 31, 2020. The remainder of the increase was attributable
to the addition of new customers, as we increased our customer base by 17% from January 31, 2019 to January 31, 2020.
Cost of Revenue and Gross Margin
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Cost of revenue

$

39,796

Gross margin

$

27,370

80 %

$

12,426

45 %

80 %

Cost of revenue increased by $12.4 million, or 45%, for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months ended January 31, 2019.
The overall increase in cost of revenue was driven primarily by the expanded use of our cloud platform by existing and new customers, which led to an
increase of $7.2 million for data center and equipment related costs for hosting and operating of our cloud platform for our expanded customer base.
Additionally, our employee-related expenses increased by $4.7 million, inclusive of an increase of $1.8 million in stock-based compensation expense, driven
primarily by a 31% increase in headcount in our customer support and cloud operations organizations from January 31, 2019 to January 31, 2020 and by the
shift from granting stock options to restricted stock units subsequent to our IPO.
Gross margin remained unchanged at 80% for the six months ended January 31, 2019 compared to the six months ended January 31, 2020.
Operating Expenses
Sales and Marketing Expenses
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Sales and marketing

$

121,032

$

75,301

$

45,731

61 %

Sales and marketing expenses increased by $45.7 million, or 61%, for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months ended
January 31, 2019. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $33.1 million in employee-related expenses, inclusive of an increase of $13.7 million in
stock-based compensation expense, and an increase of $4.1 million in sales commission expense, driven by a 35% increase in headcount from January 31,
2019 to January 31, 2020 and by the shift from granting stock options to restricted stock units subsequent to our IPO. Additionally, our sales and marketing
expenses increased by $6.6 million primarily due to growth of certain major sales and marketing events held
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during the six months ended January 31, 2020, including our Zenith Live events. The remainder of the increase was primarily attributable to increased
expenses of $3.8 million in travel expenses.
Research and Development Expenses
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Research and development

$

40,977

$

28,257

$

12,720

45 %

Research and development expenses increased by $12.7 million, or 45%, for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months ended
January 31, 2019 as we continued to develop and enhance the functionality of our cloud platform. The increase was primarily driven by an increase of $12.3
million in employee-related expenses, inclusive of an increase of $3.8 million in stock-based compensation expense, driven by a 38% increase in headcount
from January 31, 2019 to January 31, 2020 and by the shift from granting stock options to restricted stock units subsequent to our IPO. The remainder of the
increase was primarily attributable to increased expenses of $2.9 million for facility and equipment related expenses to support our growth. Expense increases
were partially offset by decreased expenses of $3.4 million, as a result of higher capitalization of development costs for internal-use software to support the
enhancement and growth of our cloud platform.
General and Administrative Expenses
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

General and administrative

$

41,608

$

20,517

$

21,091

103 %

General and administrative expenses increased by $21.1 million, or 103%, for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months
ended January 31, 2019. The increase was primarily due to a $15.0 million payment to Broadcom in January 2020 in connection with the settlement of the
Symantec Cases. For further information on this settlement refer to Note 8, Commitments and Contingencies of our condensed consolidated financial
statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report Form 10-Q. The remainder of the increase was primarily driven by $4.2 million in employee-related
costs, inclusive of an increase of $2.2 million in stock-based compensation expense, driven by a 35% increase in headcount from January 31, 2019 to January
31, 2020 and by the shift from granting stock options to restricted stock units subsequent to our IPO.
Interest Income
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Interest income

$

3,877

$

3,514

$

363

10 %

Interest income increased by $0.4 million for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months ended January 31, 2019. The increase
was primarily driven by our increased holdings of cash equivalents and short-term investments as compared to the six months ended January 31, 2019.
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Other Income (Expense), Net
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Other income (expense), net

$

(42)

$

62

$

(104)

(168) %

Other income (expense), net decreased by $0.1 million for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months ended January 31, 2019.
The decrease was primarily driven by fluctuations in foreign currency transaction gains and losses for the six months ended January 31, 2020 as compared to
the six months ended January 31, 2019.
Provision for Income Taxes
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

Change

2019

$

%

(in thousands)

Provision for income taxes

$

1,510

$

874

$

636

73 %

Our provision for income taxes increased by $0.6 million for the six months ended January 31, 2020, compared to the six months ended January 31,
2019, primarily related to income taxes in the foreign jurisdictions in which we operate.
Our tax provision for interim periods is determined using an estimate of our annual effective tax rate, adjusted for discrete items, if any, that arise
during the period. Each quarter, we update our estimate of the annual effective tax rate, and if the estimated annual effective tax rate changes, we make a
cumulative adjustment in such period.
Our quarterly tax provision, and estimate of our annual effective tax rate, is subject to variation due to several factors, including variability in pre-tax
income or loss, the mix of jurisdictions to which such income relates, changes in how we do business, and tax law developments. Our estimated annual
effective tax rate for the year differs from the U.S. statutory rate of 21% primarily due to the benefit of a portion of our earnings being taxed at rates lower
than the U.S. statutory rate.
The realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon the generation of sufficient taxable income of the appropriate character in future periods. We
assess our ability to realize our deferred tax assets on a quarterly basis and we establish a valuation allowance if it is more-likely-than-not that some portion of
the deferred tax assets will not be realized. We weigh all available positive and negative evidence, including our earnings history and results of recent
operations, scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income and tax planning strategies. Due to the weight of objectively
verifiable negative evidence, including our history of losses in certain jurisdictions, we believe that it is more likely than not that our U.S. federal, state, and
U.K. deferred tax assets will not be realized. Accordingly, we have maintained a valuation allowance on our U.S. federal, state, and U.K. deferred tax assets.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
As of January 31, 2020, our principal sources of liquidity were cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments totaling $384.9 million which were
held for working capital and general corporate purposes. Our cash equivalents and investments consist of highly liquid investments in money market funds,
U.S. treasury securities, U.S. government agency securities and corporate debt securities.
We have generated significant operating losses from operations, as reflected in our accumulated deficit of $270.7 million as of January 31, 2020. We
expect to continue to incur operating losses and have in the past and may in the future generate negative cash flows from operations in future periods due to
expected investments to grow our business.
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We believe that our existing cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments will be sufficient to fund our operating and capital needs for at least the
next 12 months from the issuance of our financial statements. Our assessment of the period of time through which our financial resources will be adequate to
support our operations is a forward-looking statement and involves risks and uncertainties. Our actual results could vary as a result of, and our future capital
requirements, both near-term and long-term, will depend on, many factors, including our growth rate, the timing and extent of spending to support our
research and development efforts, the expansion of sales and marketing and international operating activities, the timing of new introductions of solutions or
features, and the continuing market acceptance of our services. We have and may in the future enter into arrangements to acquire or invest in complementary
businesses, services and technologies, including intellectual property rights. We have based this estimate on assumptions that may prove to be wrong, and we
could use our available capital resources sooner than we currently expect. We may be required to seek additional equity or debt financing. In the event that
additional financing is required from outside sources, we may not be able to raise it on terms acceptable to us or at all. If we are unable to raise additional
capital when desired, or if we cannot expand our operations or otherwise capitalize on our business opportunities because we lack sufficient capital, our
business, operating results and financial condition would be adversely affected.
We typically invoice our customers annually in advance, and to a lesser extent quarterly in advance, monthly in advance or multi-year in advance.
Therefore, a substantial source of our cash is from such prepayments, which are included on our consolidated balance sheets as a contract liability. Deferred
revenue consists of the unearned portion of billed fees for our subscriptions, which is subsequently recognized as revenue in accordance with our revenue
recognition policy. As of January 31, 2020, we had deferred revenue of $280.0 million, of which $251.2 million was recorded as a current liability and is
expected to be recorded as revenue in the next 12 months, provided all other revenue recognition criteria have been met. Subscriptions that are invoiced
annually in advance or multi-year in advance contribute significantly to our short-term and long-term deferred revenue in comparison to our invoices issued
quarterly in advance or monthly in advance. Accordingly, we cannot predict the mix of invoicing schedules in any given period.
The following table summarizes our cash flows for the periods presented:
Six Months Ended January 31,
2020

2019
(in thousands)

Net cash provided by operating activities

$

26,860

$

26,721

Net cash used in investing activities

$

(40,902)

$

(119,283)

Net cash provided by financing activities

$

12,092

$

24,270

Operating Activities
Net cash provided by operating activities during the six months ended January 31, 2020 was $26.9 million, which resulted from a net loss of $46.2
million, which included a $15.0 million payment to Broadcom in January 2020 in connection with the settlement of the Symantec Cases (refer to Note 8,
Commitments and Contingencies, Legal Matters, included in Part I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q), adjusted for non-cash charges of $68.9
million and net cash inflows of $4.2 million from changes in operating assets and liabilities. Non-cash charges primarily consisted of $42.2 million for stockbased compensation expense, $11.4 million for amortization of deferred contract acquisition costs, $7.5 million for depreciation and amortization expense,
$6.2 million for noncash operating lease costs and $1.4 million for amortization expense of acquired intangible assets. Net cash inflows from changes in
operating assets and liabilities were primarily the result of an increase of $28.8 million in deferred revenue from advanced invoicing in accordance with our
subscription contracts and an increase of $3.5 million in accrued compensation. Net cash inflows were partially offset by cash outflows resulting from an
increase of $15.7 million in deferred contract acquisition costs, as our sales commission payments increased due to addition of new customers and expansion
of our existing customer subscriptions, a decrease of $5.2 million
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in operating lease liabilities primarily due to lease payments, an increase of $4.0 million in prepaid expenses, other current and noncurrent assets to balance
our working capital requirements, an increase of $1.4 million in accounts receivable primarily due to timing of billings and collections and a decrease of $1.2
million in accrued expenses, other current and noncurrent liabilities.
Net cash provided by operating activities during the six months ended January 31, 2019 was $26.7 million, which resulted from a net loss of $11.1
million, adjusted for non-cash charges of $33.6 million and net cash inflows of $4.3 million from changes in operating assets and liabilities. Non-cash charges
primarily consisted of $20.8 million for stock-based compensation expense, $8.8 million of amortization of deferred contract acquisition costs and $4.7
million of depreciation and amortization expense, partially offset by accretion of purchase discounts, net of amortization of investment premiums of $1.1
million. Net cash inflows from changes in operating assets and liabilities were primarily the result of an increase of $42.0 million in deferred revenue from
advanced invoicing in accordance with our subscription contracts and an increase of $1.0 million in accrued expenses and other current and noncurrent
liabilities. Net cash inflows were partially offset by cash outflows resulting from an increase of $13.9 million in accounts receivable primarily due to
seasonality in terms of when we enter into agreements with customers, an increase of $13.5 million in deferred contract acquisition costs as our sales
commission payments increased due to addition of new customers and expansion of our existing customer subscriptions, a decrease of $7.9 million in accrued
compensation, primarily due to issuance of common stock under our employee stock purchase plan, an increase of $2.8 million in prepaid expenses, other
current and noncurrent assets and a decrease of $0.8 million in accounts payable.
Investing Activities
Net cash used in investing activities during the six months ended January 31, 2020 of $40.9 million was primarily attributable to the purchases of shortterm investments of $147.5 million and capital expenditures of $19.4 million to support the growth of our cloud platform and investments in leasehold
improvements associated with our new corporate headquarters to support our headcount growth. These activities were partially offset by proceeds from the
maturities of short-term investments of $126.0 million.
Net cash used in investing activities during the six months ended January 31, 2019 of $119.3 million was primarily attributable to the purchase of shortterm investments of $179.9 million, investments in capital expenditures of $9.5 million to support our cloud platform and headcount and payments for
acquired intangible assets of $1.5 million. These activities were partially offset by proceeds from the maturities of short-term investments of $71.6 million.
Financing Activities
Net cash provided by financing activities of $12.1 million during the six months ended January 31, 2020 was primarily attributable to $6.8 million in
proceeds from the exercise of stock options and $5.3 million in proceeds from issuance of common stock under the employee stock purchase plan.
Net cash provided by financing activities of $24.3 million during the six months ended January 31, 2019 was primarily due to $15.5 million in proceeds
from the exercise of stock options, primarily as a result of the termination of our initial public offering lock-up period ending in September 2018, $8.7 million
in proceeds from issuance of common stock under the employee stock purchase plan and $1.9 million in proceeds from the repayment of the outstanding
principal amount of the notes receivable for early exercised stock options. Proceeds were partially offset by $1.8 million in payments of offering costs related
to our IPO.
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Contractual Obligations and Commitments
The following table summarizes our contractual obligations as of January 31, 2020:
Payments Due by Period
Total

3 to 5
Years

1 to 3
Years

Less Than 1 Year

More Than
5 Years

(in thousands)

Real estate arrangements(1)

$

(1)

Co-location arrangements
Non-cancelable purchase obligations
(2)

Other current liabilities

$

Total

45,575

$

6,551

$

12,975

$

13,302

$

12,747

29,232

15,357

13,875

—

—

21,913

18,181

3,432

300

—

2,525

2,525

—

—

—

99,245

$

42,614

$

30,282

$

13,602

$

12,747

_____
(1) Amounts are reflected on an undiscounted basis. For additional information refer to Note 7, Operating leases of our condensed consolidated financial
statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report Form 10-Q.
(2) Includes

holdback amounts associated with business combinations, which are payable upon the lapse of the contractual indemnification period.

The contractual commitment amounts in the table above are associated with agreements that are enforceable and legally binding. Obligations under
contracts, including purchase orders, that we can cancel without a significant penalty are not included in the table above.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
As of January 31, 2020, we did not have any relationships with unconsolidated organizations or financial partnerships, such as structured finance or
special purpose entities, which would have been established for the purpose of facilitating off-balance sheet arrangements or other contractually narrow or
limited purposes.
As of January 31, 2020, we had outstanding irrevocable standby unsecured letters of credits for an aggregate value of $3.1 million with a bank, which
serve as security under certain real estate leases included in Note 7, Operating Leases to our condensed consolidated financial statements included elsewhere
in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
Our financial statements are prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP. The preparation of these financial statements requires us to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses, as well as related disclosures. We evaluate our estimates and
assumptions on an ongoing basis. Our estimates are based on historical experience and various other assumptions that we believe to be reasonable under the
circumstances. Our actual results could differ from these estimates. We refer to accounting estimates of this type as critical accounting policies and estimates,
which we discuss below.
Our significant accounting policies are discussed in Note 1, Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies to our consolidated financial
statements included in our Form 10-K filed with the SEC on September 18, 2019. There have been no significant changes to these policies for the six months
ended January 31, 2020, except as described in Note 1, Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies to our condensed consolidated financial
statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
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Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
Refer to Note 1, Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies to our condensed consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in
this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for more information regarding recently issued accounting pronouncements.
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Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk
We have operations in the United States and internationally, and we are exposed to market risk in the ordinary course of our business. Our assessment
of our exposures to market risk has not changed materially since the presentation set forth in Part II, Item 7A of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
fiscal year ended July 31, 2019.
Interest Rate Risk
As of January 31, 2020, we had cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments totaling $384.9 million, which were held for working capital
purposes. Our cash equivalents and investments consist of highly liquid investments in money market funds, U.S. treasury securities, U.S. government agency
securities and corporate debt securities. The primary objectives of our investment activities are the preservation of capital, the fulfillment of liquidity needs
and the fiduciary control of cash and investments. We do not enter into investments for trading or speculative purposes. The carrying amount of our cash
equivalents reasonably approximates fair value, due to the short maturities of these instruments. Our investments are exposed to market risk due to a
fluctuation in interest rates, which may affect our interest income and the fair market value of our investments. As of January 31, 2020, the effect of a
hypothetical 100 basis point change in interest rates would have changed the fair value of our investments in available-for-sale securities by $1.7 million.
Fluctuations in the fair value of our investments in available-for-sale securities caused by a change in interest rates (gains or losses on the carrying amount)
are recorded in other comprehensive income (loss), and are realized only if we sell the underlying securities prior to maturity.
Foreign Currency Risk
The vast majority of our sales contracts are denominated in U.S. dollars, with a small number of contracts denominated in foreign currencies. A portion
of our operating expenses are incurred outside the United States, denominated in foreign currencies and subject to fluctuations due to changes in foreign
currency exchange rates, particularly changes in the British Pound, Indian Rupee and Euro. Additionally, fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates may
cause us to recognize transaction gains and losses in our consolidated statements of operations. The effect of a hypothetical 10% change in foreign currency
exchange rates applicable to our business would not have a material impact on our condensed consolidated financial statements for six months ended January
31, 2020 and 2019. As the impact of foreign currency exchange rates has not been material to our historical operating results, we have not entered into
derivative or hedging transactions, but we may do so in the future if our exposure to foreign currency becomes more significant.
Item 4. Controls and Procedures
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
We maintain "disclosure controls and procedures," as defined in Rule 13a–15(e) and Rule 15d–15(e) under the Exchange Act that are designed to
provide reasonable assurance that information required to be disclosed by a company in the reports that it files or submits under the Exchange Act is recorded,
processed, summarized and reported, within the time periods specified in the SEC’s rules and forms. Disclosure controls and procedures include, without
limitation, controls and procedures designed to provide reasonable assurance that information required to be disclosed by a company in the reports that it files
or submits under the Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to our management, including our principal executive and principal financial officers,
as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.
Our management, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and our Chief Financial Officer, evaluated the effectiveness of our disclosure
controls and procedures as of January 31, 2020. Based on the evaluation of our disclosure controls and procedures as of January 31, 2020, our Chief
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that, as of such date, our disclosure controls and procedures were effective at the reasonable
assurance level.
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Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
There was no change in our internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) under the Exchange Act) that occurred
during the period covered by this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control
over financial reporting.
Inherent Limitations on Effectiveness of Controls
Our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, believes that our disclosure controls and procedures and internal
control over financial reporting are designed to provide reasonable assurance of achieving their objectives and are effective at the reasonable assurance level.
However, our management does not expect that our disclosure controls and procedures or our internal control over financial reporting will prevent or detect
all errors and all fraud. A control system, no matter how well conceived and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the objectives
of the control system are met. Further, the design of a control system must reflect the fact that there are resource constraints, and the benefits of controls must
be considered relative to their costs. Because of the inherent limitations in all control systems, no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance that
all control issues and instances of fraud, if any, have been detected. These inherent limitations include the realities that judgments in decision making can be
faulty, and that breakdowns can occur because of a simple error or mistake. Additionally, controls can be circumvented by the individual acts of some
persons, by collusion of two or more people or by management override of the controls. The design of any system of controls also is based in part upon
certain assumptions about the likelihood of future events, and there can be no assurance that any design will succeed in achieving its stated goals under all
potential future conditions; over time, controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or the degree of compliance with policies or
procedures may deteriorate. Because of the inherent limitations in a cost–effective control system, misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not be
detected.
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PART II. OTHER INFORMATION
Item 1. Legal Proceedings
The information called for by this Item is incorporated herein by reference to Note 8, Commitments and Contingencies, Legal Matters, included in Part
I, Item 1 of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Item 1A. Risk Factors
A description of the risks and uncertainties associated with our business is set forth below. You should carefully consider the risks and uncertainties
described below, as well as the other information in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, including our condensed consolidated financial statements and the
related notes and "Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations." The occurrence of any of the events or
developments described below, or of additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to us or that we currently deem immaterial, could materially and
adversely affect our business, results of operations, financial condition and growth prospects. In such an event, the market price of our common stock could
decline and you could lose all or part of your investment.
Risks Related to Our Business
We have a history of losses and may not be able to achieve or sustain profitability in the future.
We have incurred net losses in all periods since our inception, and we expect we will continue to incur net losses for the foreseeable future. We
experienced net losses of $28.7 million, $33.6 million and $35.5 million for fiscal 2019, fiscal 2018 and fiscal 2017, respectively. As of January 31, 2020, we
had an accumulated deficit of $270.7 million. Because the market for our cloud platform is rapidly evolving and cloud security solutions have not yet reached
widespread adoption, it is difficult for us to predict our future results of operations. We expect our operating expenses to increase significantly over the next
several years as we continue to hire additional personnel, particularly in sales and marketing, expand our operations and infrastructure, both domestically and
internationally, and continue to develop our platform. In addition to the expected costs to grow our business, we also expect to incur significant additional
legal, accounting and other expenses as a newly public company. If we fail to increase our revenue to offset the increases in our operating expenses, we may
not achieve or sustain profitability in the future.
If organizations do not adopt our cloud platform, our ability to grow our business and operating results may be adversely affected.
Cloud technologies are still evolving, and it is difficult to predict customer demand and adoption rates for our solutions or cloud-based offerings
generally. We believe that our cloud platform offers superior protection to our customers, who are becoming increasingly dependent on the internet as they
move their applications and data to the cloud. We also believe that our cloud platform represents a major shift from on-premises appliance-based security
solutions. However, traditional on-premises security appliances are entrenched in the infrastructure of many of our potential customers, particularly large
enterprises, because of their prior investment in and the familiarity of their IT personnel with on-premises appliance-based solutions. As a result, our sales
process often involves extensive efforts to educate our customers on the benefits and capabilities of our cloud platform, particularly as we continue to pursue
customer relationships with large organizations. Even with these efforts, we cannot predict market acceptance of our cloud platform, or the development of
competing products or services based on other technologies. If we fail to achieve market acceptance of our cloud platform or are unable to keep pace with
industry changes, our ability to grow our business and our operating results will be materially and adversely affected.
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If we are unable to attract new customers, our future results of operations could be harmed.
To increase our revenue and achieve and maintain profitability, we must add new customers. To do so, we must successfully convince IT decision makers
that, as they adopt SaaS applications and the public cloud, security delivered through the cloud provides significant advantages over legacy on-premises
appliance-based security products. Additionally, many of our customers broadly deploy our products, which requires a significant commitment of resources.
These factors significantly impact our ability to add new customers and increase the time, resources and sophistication required to do so. In addition,
numerous other factors, many of which are out of our control, may now or in the future impact our ability to add new customers, including potential
customers’ commitments to legacy IT security vendors and products, real or perceived switching costs, our failure to expand, retain and motivate our sales
and marketing personnel, our failure to develop or expand relationships with our channel partners or to attract new channel partners, failure by us to help our
customers to successfully deploy our cloud platform, negative media or industry or financial analyst commentary regarding us or our solutions, litigation and
deteriorating general economic conditions. If our efforts to attract new customers are not successful, our revenue and rate of revenue growth may decline, we
may not achieve profitability and our future results of operations could be materially harmed.
If our customers do not renew their subscriptions for our services and add additional users and services to their subscriptions, our future results of
operations could be harmed.
In order for us to maintain or improve our results of operations, it is important that our customers renew their subscriptions for our services when existing
contract terms expire, and that we expand our commercial relationships with our existing customers. Our customers have no obligation to renew their
subscriptions for our services after the expiration of their contractual subscription period, which is typically one to three years, and in the normal course of
business, some customers have elected not to renew. In addition, in certain cases, customers may cancel their subscriptions without cause either at any time or
upon advance written notice (typically ranging from 30 days to 60 days), typically subject to an early termination penalty for unused services. In addition, our
customers may renew for fewer users, renew for shorter contract lengths or switch to a lower-cost suite. If our customers do not renew their subscription
services, we could incur impairment losses related to our deferred contract acquisition costs. It is difficult to accurately predict long-term customer retention
because of our varied customer base and given the length of our subscription contracts. Our customer retention and expansion may decline or fluctuate as a
result of a number of factors, including our customers’ satisfaction with our services, our prices and pricing plans, our customers’ spending levels, decreases
in the number of users to which our customers deploy our solutions, mergers and acquisitions involving our customers, competition and deteriorating general
economic conditions.
Our future success also depends in part on the rate at which our current customers add additional users or services to their subscriptions, which is driven
by a number of factors, including customer satisfaction with our services, customer security and networking issues and requirements, general economic
conditions and customer reaction to the price per additional user or of additional services. If our efforts to expand our relationship with our existing customers
are not successful, our business may materially suffer.
We face intense and increasing competition and could lose market share to our competitors, which could adversely affect our business, financial
condition and results of operations.
The market for network security solutions is intensely competitive and characterized by rapid changes in technology, customer requirements, industry
standards and frequent introductions of new and improvements of existing products and services. Our business model of delivering security through the cloud
rather than legacy on-premises appliances is still relatively new and has not yet gained widespread market traction. Moreover, we compete with many
established network and security vendors who are aggressively competing against us with their legacy appliance-based solutions and are also seeking to
introduce cloud-based services that have functionality similar to our cloud platform. We expect competition to increase as
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other established and emerging companies enter the security solutions market, in particular with respect to cloud-based security solutions, as customer
requirements evolve and as new products, services and technologies are introduced. If we are unable to anticipate or effectively react to these competitive
challenges, our competitive position could weaken, and we could experience a decline in revenue or our growth rate that could materially and adversely affect
our business and results of operations.
Our competitors and potential competitors include:
•

independent IT security vendors, such as Check Point Software Technologies Ltd., Fortinet, Inc., Palo Alto Networks, Inc. and Broadcom (formerly
Symantec), which offer a broad mix of network and endpoint security products;

•

large networking vendors, such as Cisco Systems, Inc. and Juniper Networks, Inc., which offer security appliances and incorporate security
capabilities in their networking products;

•

companies such as FireEye, Inc., Forcepoint Inc. (previously, Websense, Inc.), F5 Networks, Inc. and Pulse Secure, LLC with point solutions that
compete with some of the features of our cloud platform, such as proxy, firewall, sandboxing and advanced threat protection, data loss prevention,
encryption, load balancing and virtual private network vendors; and

•

other providers of IT security services that offer, or may leverage related technologies to introduce, products that compete with or are alternatives to
our cloud platform.

Many of our existing competitors have, and some of our potential competitors could have, substantial competitive advantages such as:
•

greater name recognition, longer operating histories and larger customer bases;

•

larger sales and marketing budgets and resources;

•

broader distribution and established relationships with channel partners and customers;

•

greater customer support resources;

•

greater resources to make acquisitions and enter into strategic partnerships;

•

lower labor and research and development costs;

•

larger and more mature intellectual property rights portfolios; and

•

substantially greater financial, technical and other resources.

Our competitors may be successful in convincing IT decision makers that legacy appliance-based security products or hybrid security cloud solutions
based on legacy appliances are sufficient to meet their security needs and provide security performance that competes with our cloud platform. In addition,
our competitors may develop cloud-based solutions with architectures similar to our products. Further, many organizations have invested substantial
personnel and financial resources to design and operate their appliance-based networks and have established deep relationships with appliance vendors. As a
result, these organizations may prefer to purchase from their existing suppliers rather than add or switch to a new supplier.
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Our larger competitors have substantially broader and more diverse product and services offerings, which may allow them to leverage their relationships
based on other products or incorporate functionality into existing products to gain business in a manner that discourages users from purchasing our services,
including through selling at zero or negative margins, offering concessions, bundling products or maintaining closed technology platforms. Many competitors
that specialize in providing protection from a single type of security threat may be able to deliver these targeted security products to the market more quickly
than we can or to convince organizations that these limited products meet their needs.
Conditions in our market could change rapidly and significantly as a result of technological advancements, partnering or acquisitions by our competitors
or continuing market consolidation. New start-up companies that innovate and large competitors that are making significant investments in research and
development may invent similar or superior products, services and technologies that compete with our cloud platform. In addition, large companies with
substantial communications infrastructure, such as global telecommunications services provider partners or public cloud providers, could choose to enter the
security solutions market. Some of our current or potential competitors have made or could make acquisitions of businesses or establish cooperative
relationships that may allow them to offer more directly competitive and comprehensive solutions than were previously offered and adapt more quickly to
new technologies and customer needs. These competitive pressures in our market or our failure to compete effectively may result in price reductions, fewer
orders, reduced revenue and gross margins, increased net losses and loss of market share. Any failure to meet and address these factors could materially harm
our business and operating results.
We have experienced rapid revenue and other growth in recent periods, which may not be indicative of our future performance.
We have experienced rapid growth in revenue, operations and employee headcount in recent periods. In addition, the number of customers, users and
internet traffic on our cloud platform has increased rapidly in recent years. You should not consider our recent growth in these areas as indicative of our future
performance. While we expect to continue to expand our operations and to increase our headcount significantly in the future, both domestically and
internationally, our growth may not be sustainable. In particular, our recent revenue growth rates may decline in the future and may not be sufficient to
achieve and sustain profitability, as we also expect our costs to increase in future periods. We believe that historical comparisons of our revenue may not be
meaningful and should not be relied upon as an indication of future performance. Accordingly, you should not rely on our revenue and other growth for any
prior quarter or fiscal year as an indication of our future revenue or revenue growth.
If we fail to effectively manage our growth, we may be unable to execute our business plan, maintain high levels of service, adequately address
competitive challenges or maintain our corporate culture, and our business, financial condition and results of operations would be harmed.
Our growth has placed, and future growth will continue to place, a significant strain on our management and our administrative, operational and financial
infrastructure. Our success will depend in part on our ability to manage this growth effectively, which will require that we continue to improve our
administrative, operational, financial and management systems and controls by, among other things:
•

effectively attracting, training and integrating a large number of new employees, particularly members of our sales and management teams;

•

further improving our key business applications, processes and IT infrastructure, including our data centers, to support our business needs;
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•

enhancing our information and communication systems to ensure that our employees and offices around the world are well coordinated and can
effectively communicate with each other and our growing base of channel partners, customers and users; and

•

appropriately documenting and testing our IT systems and business processes.

These and other improvements in our systems and controls will require significant capital expenditures and the allocation of valuable management and
employee resources. If we fail to implement these improvements effectively, our ability to manage our expected growth, ensure uninterrupted operation of our
cloud platform and key business systems and comply with the rules and regulations applicable to public companies could be impaired, the quality of our
platform and services could suffer and we may not be able to adequately address competitive challenges.
In addition, we believe that our corporate culture has been a contributor to our success, which we believe fosters innovation, teamwork and an emphasis
on customer-focused results. We also believe that our culture creates an environment that drives and perpetuates our strategy and cost-effective distribution
approach. As we grow and develop the infrastructure of a public company, we may find it difficult to maintain our corporate culture. Any failure to preserve
our culture could harm our future success, including our ability to retain and recruit personnel, innovate and operate effectively and execute on our business
strategy. If we experience any of these effects in connection with future growth, it could materially impair our ability to attract new customers, retain existing
customers and expand their use of our platform, all of which would materially and adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Our relatively limited operating history makes it difficult to evaluate our current business and prospects and may increase the risk that we will not be
successful.
Our relatively limited operating history makes it difficult to evaluate our current business and prospects and plan for our future growth. We were
incorporated in 2007, with much of our growth occurring in recent years. As a result, our business model has not been fully proven, which subjects us to a
number of uncertainties, including our ability to plan for and model future growth. While we have continued to develop our solutions to incorporate multiple
security and compliance applications into a single purpose-built, multi-tenant, distributed cloud platform, we have encountered and will continue to encounter
risks and uncertainties frequently experienced by rapidly growing companies in developing markets, including our ability to achieve broad market acceptance
of our cloud platform, attract additional customers, grow partnerships, withstand increasing competition and manage increasing expenses as we continue to
grow our business. If our assumptions regarding these risks and uncertainties are incorrect or change in response to changes in the market for network security
solutions, our operating and financial results could differ materially from our expectations and our business could suffer.
Our operating results may fluctuate significantly, which could make our future results difficult to predict and could cause our operating results to fall
below expectations.
Our operating results may fluctuate from quarter to quarter as a result of a number of factors, many of which are outside of our control and may be
difficult to predict. Some of the factors that may cause our results of operations to fluctuate from quarter to quarter include:
•

broad market acceptance and the level of demand for our cloud platform;

•

our ability to attract new customers, particularly large enterprises;

•

our ability to retain customers and expand their usage of our platform, particularly our largest customers;

•
•

our ability to successfully expand internationally and penetrate key markets;
the effectiveness of our sales and marketing programs;
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•

the length of our sales cycle, including the timing of renewals;

•

technological changes and the timing and success of new service introductions by us or our competitors or any other change in the competitive
landscape of our market;

•

increases in and timing of operating expenses that we may incur to grow and expand our operations and to remain competitive;

•

pricing pressure as a result of competition or otherwise;

•

seasonal buying patterns for IT spending;

•

the quality and level of our execution of our business strategy and operating plan;

•

adverse litigation judgments, settlements or other litigation-related costs;

•

changes in the legislative or regulatory environment;

•

the impact and costs related to the acquisition of businesses, talent, technologies or intellectual property rights; and

•

general economic conditions in either domestic or international markets, including geopolitical uncertainty and instability.

Any one or more of the factors above may result in significant fluctuations in our results of operations. We also intend to continue to invest significantly
to grow our business in the near future rather than optimizing for profitability or cash flows. In addition, we generally experience seasonality in terms of when
we enter into agreements with customers. We typically enter into a higher percentage of agreements with new customers, as well as renewal agreements with
existing customers, in the second and fourth quarters of our fiscal year. This seasonality is reflected to a much lesser extent, and sometimes is not immediately
apparent, in revenue, due to the fact that we recognize subscription revenue ratably over the term of the subscription, which is generally one to three years.
We expect that seasonality will continue to affect our operating results in the future and may reduce our ability to predict cash flow and optimize the timing of
our operating expenses.
The variability and unpredictability of our quarterly results of operations or other operating metrics could result in our failure to meet our expectations or
those of industry or financial analysts. If we fail to meet or exceed such expectations for these or any other reasons, the market price of our common stock
could fall substantially, and we could face costly lawsuits, including securities class action suits.
If the delivery of our services to our customers is interrupted or delayed for any reason, our business could suffer.
Any interruption or delay in the delivery of our services will negatively impact our customers. Our solutions are deployed via the internet, and our
customers’ internet traffic is routed through our cloud platform. Our customers depend on the continuous availability of our cloud platform to access the
internet, and our services are designed to operate without interruption in accordance with our service level commitments. If our entire platform were to fail,
customers and users could lose access to the internet until such disruption is resolved or customers deploy disaster recovery options that allow them to bypass
our cloud platform to access the internet. The adverse effects of any service interruptions on our reputation and financial condition may be disproportionately
heightened due to the nature of our business and the fact that our customers expect continuous and uninterrupted internet access and have a low tolerance for
interruptions of any duration. While we do not consider them to have been material, we have experienced, and may in the future experience, service
disruptions and other performance problems due to a variety of factors.
The following factors, many of which are beyond our control, can affect the delivery and availability of our services and the performance of our cloud:
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•

the development and maintenance of the infrastructure of the internet;

•

the performance and availability of third-party telecommunications services with the necessary speed, data capacity and security for providing
reliable internet access and services;

•

decisions by the owners and operators of the data centers where our cloud infrastructure is deployed or by global telecommunications service
provider partners who provide us with network bandwidth to terminate our contracts, discontinue services to us, shut down operations or facilities,
increase prices, change service levels, limit bandwidth, declare bankruptcy or prioritize the traffic of other parties;

•

the occurrence of earthquakes, floods, fires, power loss, system failures, physical or electronic break-ins, acts of war or terrorism, human error or
interference (including by disgruntled employees, former employees or contractors) and other catastrophic events;

•

cyberattacks, including denial of service attacks, targeted at us, our data centers, our global telecommunications service provider partners or the
infrastructure of the internet;

•

failure by us to maintain and update our cloud infrastructure to meet our traffic capacity requirements;

•

errors, defects or performance problems in our software, including third-party software incorporated in our software, which we use to operate our
cloud platform;

•

improper classification of websites by our vendors who provide us with lists of malicious websites;

•

improper deployment or configuration of our services;

•

the failure of our redundancy systems, in the event of a service disruption at one of our data centers, to provide failover to other data centers in our
data center network; and

•

the failure of our disaster recovery and business continuity arrangements.

The occurrence of any of these factors, or if we are unable to efficiently and cost-effectively fix such errors or other problems that may be identified,
could damage our reputation, negatively impact our relationship with our customers or otherwise materially harm our business, results of operations and
financial condition.
In addition, we provide our services through a cloud-based inline proxy, and some governments, third-party products, websites or services may block
proxy-based traffic under certain circumstances. For example, vendors may attempt to block traffic from our cloud platform or blacklist our IP addresses
because they cannot identify the source of the proxy-based traffic. Our competitors may use this as an excuse to block traffic from their solutions or blacklist
our IP addresses, which may result in our customers’ traffic being blocked from our platform. If our customers experience significant instances of traffic
blockages, they will experience reduced functionality or other inefficiencies, which would reduce customer satisfaction with our services and likelihood of
renewal.
The actual or perceived failure of our cloud platform to block malware or prevent a security breach could harm our reputation and adversely impact
our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Our cloud platform may fail to detect or prevent security breaches for any number of reasons. Our cloud platform is complex and may contain
performance issues that are not detected until after its deployment. We also provide frequent solution updates and fundamental enhancements, which increase
the possibility of errors, and our reporting, tracking, monitoring and quality assurance procedures may not be sufficient to ensure we detect any such defects
in a timely manner. The performance of our cloud platform can be negatively impacted by our failure to enhance, expand or update our cloud
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platform, errors or defects in our software, improper classification of websites by our vendors who provide us with lists of malicious websites, improper
deployment or configuration of our services and many other factors.
In addition, because the techniques used by computer hackers to access or sabotage networks change frequently and generally are not recognized until
launched against a target, there is a risk that a cyber threat could emerge that our services are unable to detect or prevent until after some of our customers are
impacted. Moreover, as our services are adopted by an increasing number of enterprises, it is possible that the individuals and organizations behind cyber
threats will focus on finding ways to defeat our services. If this happens, our cloud platform could be targeted by attacks specifically designed to disrupt our
business and create the perception that our cloud platform is not capable of providing superior security, which, in turn, could have a serious impact on our
reputation as a provider of security solutions. Further, if a high profile security breach occurs with respect to another cloud services provider, our customers
and potential customers may lose trust in cloud solutions generally, and with respect to security in particular, which could materially and adversely impact our
ability to retain existing customers or attract new customers.
Increasingly, companies are subject to a wide variety of attacks on their networks and systems, including traditional computer hackers, malicious code
(such as viruses and worms), distributed denial-of-service attacks, sophisticated attacks conducted or sponsored by nation-states, advanced persistent threat
intrusions, ransomware, and theft or misuse of intellectual property or business or personal data, including by disgruntled employees, former employees or
contractors. No security solution, including our cloud platform, can address all possible security threats or block all methods of penetrating a network or
otherwise perpetrating a security incident. Our customers must rely on complex network and security infrastructures, which include products and services
from multiple vendors, to secure their networks. If any of our customers becomes infected with malware or experiences a security breach, they could be
disappointed with our services, regardless of whether our services are intended to block the attack or would have blocked the attack if the customer had
properly configured our cloud platform. Additionally, if any enterprises that are publicly known to use our services are the subject of a cyberattack that
becomes publicized, our current or potential customers may look to our competitors for alternatives to our services.
From time to time, industry or financial analysts and research firms test our solutions against other security products. Our services may fail to detect or
prevent threats in any particular test for a number of reasons, including misconfiguration. To the extent potential customers, industry or financial analysts or
testing firms believe that the occurrence of a failure to detect or prevent any particular threat is a flaw or indicates that our services do not provide significant
value, our reputation and business could be materially harmed.
Any real or perceived flaws in our cloud platform or any real or perceived security breaches or other security incidents of our customers could result in:
•

a loss of existing or potential customers or channel partners;

•

delayed or lost sales and harm to our financial condition and results of operations;

•

a delay in attaining, or the failure to attain, market acceptance;

•

the expenditure of significant financial resources in efforts to analyze, correct, eliminate, remediate or work around errors or defects, to address and
eliminate vulnerabilities and to address any applicable legal or contractual obligations relating to any actual or perceived security breach;

•

negative publicity and damage to our reputation and brand; and

•

legal claims and demands (including for stolen assets or information, repair of system damages, and compensation to customers and business
partners), litigation, regulatory inquiries or investigations and other liability.
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Any of the above results could materially and adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
If our global network of data centers which deliver our services was damaged or otherwise failed to meet the requirement of our business, our ability
to provide services to our customers and maintain the performance of our cloud platform could be negatively impacted, which could cause our business to
suffer.
We currently host our cloud platform and serve our customers from a global network of over 150 data centers. While we have electronic access to the
components and infrastructure of our cloud platform that are hosted by third parties, we do not control the operation of these facilities. Consequently, we may
be subject to service disruptions as well as failures to provide adequate support for reasons that are outside of our direct control. Our data centers are
vulnerable to damage or interruption from a variety of sources, including earthquakes, floods, fires, power loss, system failures, computer viruses, physical or
electronic break-ins, human error or interference (including by disgruntled employees, former employees or contractors), and other catastrophic events. Our
data centers may also be subject to local administrative actions, changes to legal or permitting requirements and litigation to stop, limit or delay operations.
Despite precautions taken at these facilities, such as disaster recovery and business continuity arrangements, the occurrence of a natural disaster or an act of
terrorism, a decision to close the facilities without adequate notice or other unanticipated problems at these facilities could result in interruptions or delays in
our services, impede our ability to scale our operations or have other adverse impacts upon our business. In addition, if we do not accurately plan for our
infrastructure capacity requirements and we experience significant strains on our data center capacity, we may experience delays and additional expenses in
arranging new data centers, and our customers could experience performance degradation or service outages that may subject us to financial liabilities, result
in customer losses and materially harm our business.
Our business and growth depend in part on the success of our relationships with our channel partners.
We currently derive most of our revenue from sales through our channel partner network, and we expect for the foreseeable future most of our future
revenue growth will also be driven through this network. Not only does our joint sales approach require additional investment to grow and train our sales
force, but we believe that continued growth in our business is dependent upon identifying, developing and maintaining strategic relationships with our
existing and potential channel partners, including global systems integrators and regional telecommunications service providers that will in turn drive
substantial revenue and provide additional value-added services to our customers. Our agreements with our channel partners are generally non-exclusive,
meaning our channel partners may offer customers the products of several different companies, including products that compete with our cloud platform. In
general, our channel partners may also cease marketing or reselling our platform with limited or no notice and without penalty. If our channel partners do not
effectively market and sell subscriptions to our cloud platform, choose to promote our competitors’ products or fail to meet the needs of our customers, our
ability to grow our business and sell subscriptions to our cloud platform may be adversely affected. For example, sales through our top five channel partners
and their affiliates, in aggregate, represented 42% of our revenue for each of fiscal 2019 and fiscal 2018 and 47% of our revenue for fiscal 2017, and 40% and
43% of our revenue for the six months ended January 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. In addition, our channel partner structure could subject us to lawsuits
or reputational harm if, for example, a channel partner misrepresents the functionality of our cloud platform to customers or violates applicable laws or our
corporate policies. Our ability to achieve revenue growth in the future will depend in large part on our success in maintaining successful relationships with
our channel partners, identifying additional channel partners and training our channel partners to independently sell and deploy our platform. If we are unable
to maintain our relationships with our existing channel partners or develop successful relationships with new channel partners or if our channel partners fail to
perform, our business, financial position and results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
If we are not able to maintain and enhance our brand, our business and results of operations may be adversely affected.
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We believe that maintaining and enhancing our reputation as a provider of high-quality security solutions is critical to our relationship with our existing
customers and channel partners and our ability to attract new customers and channel partners. The successful promotion of our brand will depend on a number
of factors, including our marketing efforts, our ability to continue to develop high-quality features and solutions for our cloud platform and our ability to
successfully differentiate our platform from competitive products and services. Our brand promotion activities may not be successful or yield increased
revenue. In addition, independent industry or financial analysts often provide reviews of our platform, as well as products and services of our competitors, and
perception of our platform in the marketplace may be significantly influenced by these reviews. If these reviews are negative, or less positive as compared to
those of our competitors’ products and services, our brand may be adversely affected. Additionally, the performance of our channel partners may affect our
brand and reputation if customers do not have a positive experience with our channel partners’ services. The promotion of our brand requires us to make
substantial expenditures, and we anticipate that the expenditures will increase as our market becomes more competitive, we expand into new markets and
more sales are generated through our channel partners. To the extent that these activities yield increased revenue, this revenue may not offset the increased
expenses we incur. If we do not successfully maintain and enhance our brand, our business may not grow, we may have reduced pricing power relative to
competitors and we could lose customers or fail to attract potential customers, all of which would materially and adversely affect our business, results of
operations and financial condition.
If we do not effectively develop and expand our sales and marketing capabilities, we may be unable to add new customers or increase sales to our
existing customers, and our business will be adversely affected.
To increase the number of customers and increase the market acceptance of our platform, we will need to expand our sales and marketing operations,
including our domestic and international sales force. Although we have a channel sales model, our sales representatives typically engage in direct interaction
with our prospective customers. Therefore, we continue to be substantially dependent on our sales force to obtain new customers. Increasing our customer
base and achieving broader market acceptance of our cloud platform will depend, to a significant extent, on our ability to expand and further invest in our
sales and marketing operations and activities. There is significant competition for sales personnel with the advanced sales skills and technical knowledge we
need. We believe that selling a cloud-based security solution requires particularly talented sales personnel with the ability to communicate the transformative
potential of our cloud platform. Our ability to achieve significant growth in revenue in the future will depend, in large part, on our success in recruiting,
training and retaining sufficient numbers of these talented sales personnel in both the U.S. and international markets. In particular, in the near term, we expect
to expand our sales and marketing organization significantly.
New hires require significant training and may take significant time before they achieve full productivity. As a result, our new hires and planned hires
may not become as productive as we would like, and we may be unable to hire or retain sufficient numbers of qualified individuals in the future. As a result of
our rapid growth, a large percentage of our sales and marketing team is new to our company and selling our solutions, and therefore this team may be less
effective than our more seasoned employees. Furthermore, hiring sales personnel in new countries, or expanding our existing presence, requires upfront and
ongoing expenditures that we may not recover if the sales personnel fail to achieve full productivity. We cannot predict whether, or to what extent, our sales
will increase as we expand our sales force or how long it will take for sales personnel to become productive. For example, we recently hired a new president
go-to-market and chief revenue officer. The effectiveness of our sales and marketing has also varied over time and, together with the effectiveness of any
partners or resellers we may engage, may vary in the future. Our business and operating results may be harmed if our efforts do not generate a
correspondingly significant increase in revenue. We may not achieve anticipated revenue growth from expanding our sales force if we are unable to hire,
develop and retain talented sales personnel, if our new sales personnel are unable to achieve desired productivity levels in a reasonable period of time, or if
our sales and marketing programs are not effective.
Our sales cycles can be long and unpredictable, and our sales efforts require considerable time and expense.
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The timing of our sales and related revenue recognition is difficult to predict because of the length and unpredictability of the sales cycle for our cloud
platform, particularly with respect to large organizations. Our sales efforts typically involve educating our prospective customers about the uses, benefits and
the value proposition of our cloud platform. Customers often view the subscription to our cloud platform as a significant decision as part of a strategic
transformation initiative and, as a result, frequently require considerable time to evaluate, test and qualify our platform prior to entering into or expanding a
relationship with us. Large enterprises and government entities in particular often undertake a significant evaluation process that further lengthens the sales
cycle.
Our sales force develops relationships directly with our customers, and together with our channel account teams, works with our channel partners on
account penetration, account coordination, sales and overall market development. We spend substantial time and resources on our sales efforts without any
assurance that our efforts will produce a sale. Platform purchases are frequently subject to budget constraints, multiple approvals and unanticipated
administrative, processing and other delays. As a result, it is difficult to predict whether and when a sale will be completed and when revenue from a sale will
be recognized.
Sales to larger customers involve risks that may not be present, or that are present to a lesser extent, with sales to smaller customers, which can act as a
disincentive to our sales team to pursue these larger customers. These risks include:
•

competition from companies that traditionally target larger enterprises and that may have pre-existing relationships or purchase commitments from
such customers;

•

increased purchasing power and leverage held by larger customers in negotiating contractual arrangements with us;

•

more stringent requirements in our support obligations; and

•

longer sales cycles and the associated risk that substantial time and resources may be spent on a potential customer that elects not to purchase our
solutions.

The failure of our efforts to secure sales after investing resources in a lengthy sales process could materially and adversely affect our business and
operating results.
If we fail to develop or introduce new enhancements to our cloud platform on a timely basis, our ability to attract and retain customers, remain
competitive and grow our business could be impaired.
The industry in which we compete is characterized by rapid technological change, frequent introductions of new products and services, evolving industry
standards and changing regulations, as well as changing customer needs, requirements and preferences. Our ability to attract new customers and increase
revenue from existing customers will depend in significant part on our ability to anticipate and respond effectively to these changes on a timely basis and
continue to introduce enhancements to our cloud platform. The success of our cloud platform depends on our continued investment in our research and
development organization to increase the reliability, availability and scalability of our existing solutions. The success of any enhancement depends on several
factors, including the timely completion and market acceptance of the enhancement. Any new service that we develop might not be introduced in a timely or
cost-effective manner and might not achieve the broad market acceptance necessary to generate significant revenue. If new technologies emerge that deliver
competitive products and services at lower prices, more efficiently, more conveniently or more securely, these technologies could adversely impact our ability
to compete effectively. Any delay or failure in the introduction of enhancements could materially harm our business, results of operations and financial
condition.
Because we recognize revenue from subscriptions for our services over the term of the subscription, downturns or upturns in new business may not
be immediately reflected in our operating results and may be difficult to discern.
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We generally recognize revenue from customers ratably over the terms of their subscriptions, which are typically one to three years. As a result, a
substantial portion of the revenue we report in each period is attributable to the recognition of deferred revenue relating to agreements that we entered into
during previous periods. Consequently, any increase or decline in new sales or renewals in any one period may not be immediately reflected in our revenue
for that period. Any such change, however, may affect our revenue in future periods. Additionally, subscriptions that are invoiced annually in advance or
multi-year in advance contribute significantly to our short-term and long-term deferred revenue in comparison to our invoices issued quarterly and monthly in
advance, which will also affect our financial position in any given period. Accordingly, the effect of downturns or upturns in new sales and potential changes
in our rate of renewals may not be fully reflected in our results of operations until future periods. We may also be unable to reduce our cost structure in line
with a significant deterioration in sales or renewals. Our subscription model also makes it difficult for us to rapidly increase our revenue through additional
sales in any period, as revenue from new customers must be recognized over the applicable subscription term.
If our cloud platform or internal networks, systems or data are or are perceived to have been breached, our solution may be perceived as insecure,
our reputation may be damaged and our financial results may be negatively impacted.
It is virtually impossible for us to entirely mitigate the risk of breaches of our cloud platform or other security incidents affecting our internal systems,
networks or data. In addition, the functionality of our platform may be disrupted, either intentionally or due to negligence, by third parties, including
disgruntled employees or contractors and other current or former employees or contractors. The security measures we use internally and have integrated into
our cloud platform, which are designed to detect unauthorized activity and prevent or minimize security breaches, may not function as expected or may not be
sufficient to identify or protect against certain attacks. Companies are subject to a wide variety of attacks on their networks and systems, and techniques used
to sabotage or to obtain unauthorized access to networks in which data is stored or through which data is transmitted change frequently and generally are not
recognized until launched against a target. As a result, we may be unable to anticipate these techniques or implement adequate measures to prevent an
electronic intrusion into our customers through our cloud platform or to prevent breaches and other security incidents affecting our cloud platform, internal
networks, systems or data. Further, once identified, we may be unable to remediate or otherwise respond to a breach or other incident in a timely manner.
Actual or perceived security breaches of our cloud platform could result in actual or perceived breaches of our customers’ networks and system.
Our internal systems are exposed to the same cybersecurity risks and consequences of a breach as our customers and other enterprises. However, since
our business is focused on providing reliable security services to our customers, we believe that an actual or perceived breach of, or security incident
affecting, our internal networks, systems or data, could be especially detrimental to our reputation, customer confidence in our solution and our business.
Any real or perceived security breaches or other security incidents that we suffer with regard to our systems, networks or data, including any such actual
or perceived security breaches or security incidents that result, or are believed to result, in actual or perceived breaches of our customers’ networks or
systems, could result in:
•

the expenditure of significant financial resources in efforts to analyze, correct, eliminate, remediate or work around errors or defects, to address and
eliminate vulnerabilities and to address any applicable legal or contractual obligations relating to any actual or perceived security breach or other
security incident;

•

negative publicity and damage to our reputation, brand, and market position;

•

harm to our relationships with, and a loss of, existing or potential customers or channel partners;

•

delayed or lost sales and harm to our financial condition and results of operations;

•

a delay in attaining, or the failure to attain, market acceptance; and
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•

legal claims and demands (including for stolen assets or information, repair of system damages and compensation to customers and business
partners), litigation, regulatory inquiries or investigations and other liability.

Any of the above could materially and adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
While we maintain insurance, our insurance may be insufficient to cover all liabilities incurred in relation to actual or perceived security breaches or
other security incidents. We also cannot be certain that our insurance coverage will be adequate for liabilities actually incurred, that insurance will continue to
be available to us on economically reasonable terms, or at all, or that any insurer will not deny coverage as to any future claim. The successful assertion of
one or more large claims against us that exceed available insurance coverage, or the occurrence of changes in our insurance policies, including premium
increases or the imposition of large deductible or co-insurance requirements, could have a material adverse effect on our business, including our financial
condition, operating results, and reputation.
If our cloud platform does not interoperate with our customers’ network and security infrastructure or with third-party products, websites or services,
our cloud platform may become less competitive and our results of operations may be harmed.
Our cloud platform must interoperate with our customers’ existing network and security infrastructure. These complex systems are developed, delivered
and maintained by the customer and a myriad of vendors and service providers. As a result, the components of our customers’ infrastructure have different
specifications, rapidly evolve, utilize multiple protocol standards, include multiple versions and generations of products and may be highly customized. We
must be able to interoperate and provide our security services to customers with highly complex and customized networks, which requires careful planning
and execution between our customers, our customer support teams and our channel partners. Further, when new or updated elements of our customers’
infrastructure or new industry standards or protocols, such as HTTP/2, are introduced, we may have to update or enhance our cloud platform to allow us to
continue to provide service to customers. Our competitors or other vendors may refuse to work with us to allow their products to interoperate with our
solutions, which could make it difficult for our cloud platform to function properly in customer networks that include these third-party products.
We may not deliver or maintain interoperability quickly or cost-effectively, or at all. These efforts require capital investment and engineering resources. If
we fail to maintain compatibility of our cloud platform with our customers’ network and security infrastructures, our customers may not be able to fully
utilize our solutions, and we may, among other consequences, lose or fail to increase our market share and experience reduced demand for our services, which
would materially harm our business, operating results and financial condition.
We provide service level commitments under our customer contracts. If we fail to meet these contractual commitments, we could be obligated to
provide credits for future service and our business could suffer.
Our customer agreements contain service level commitments, which contain specifications regarding the availability and performance of our cloud
platform. Any failure of or disruption to our infrastructure could impact the performance of our platform and the availability of services to customers. If we
are unable to meet our stated service level commitments or if we suffer extended periods of poor performance or unavailability of our platform, we may be
contractually obligated to provide affected customers with service credits for future subscriptions, and, in certain cases, refunds. To date, there has not been a
material failure to meet our service level commitments, and we do not currently have any material liabilities accrued on our balance sheet for such
commitments. Our revenue, other results of operations and financial condition could be harmed if we suffer performance issues or downtime that exceeds the
service level commitments under our agreements with our customers.
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Our ability to maintain customer satisfaction depends in part on the quality of our customer support, including the quality of the support provided on
our behalf by certain channel partners. Failure to maintain high-quality customer support could have an adverse effect on our business, financial
condition and results of operations.
If we do not provide superior support to our customers, our ability to renew subscriptions, increase the number of users and sell additional services to
customers will be adversely affected. We believe that successfully delivering our cloud solution requires a particularly high level of customer support and
engagement. We or our channel partners must successfully assist our customers in deploying our cloud platform, resolving performance issues, addressing
interoperability challenges with a customer’s existing network and security infrastructure and responding to security threats and cyberattacks. Many
enterprises, particularly large organizations, have very complex networks and require high levels of focused support, including premium support offerings, to
fully realize the benefits of our cloud platform. Any failure by us to maintain the expected level of support could reduce customer satisfaction and hurt our
customer retention, particularly with respect to our large enterprise customers. Additionally, if our channel partners do not provide support to the satisfaction
of our customers, we may be required to provide this level of support to those customers, which would require us to hire additional personnel and to invest in
additional resources. We may not be able to hire such resources fast enough to keep up with demand, particularly if the sales of our platform exceed our
internal forecasts. To the extent that we or our channel partners are unsuccessful in hiring, training and retaining adequate support resources, our ability and
the ability of our channel partners to provide adequate and timely support to our customers will be negatively impacted, and our customers’ satisfaction with
our cloud platform could be adversely affected. We currently rely in part on contractors provided by third-party service providers internationally to provide
support services to our customers, and we expect to expand our international customer service support team to other countries. Any failure to properly train or
oversee such contractors could result in a poor customer experience and an adverse impact on our reputation and ability to renew subscriptions or engage new
customers. Furthermore, as we sell our solutions internationally, our support organization faces additional challenges, including those associated with
delivering support, training and documentation in languages other than English. Any failure to maintain high-quality customer support, or a market perception
that we do not maintain high-quality support, could materially harm our reputation, adversely affect our ability to sell our solutions to existing and prospective
customers and could harm our business, financial condition and results of operations.
We rely on our key technical, sales and management personnel to grow our business, and the loss of one or more key employees or the inability to
attract and retain qualified personnel could harm our business.
Our future success is substantially dependent on our ability to attract, retain and motivate the members of our management team and other key employees
throughout our organization. In particular, we are highly dependent on the services of Jay Chaudhry, our president, chief executive officer and chairman of
our board of directors, who is critical to our future vision and strategic direction. We rely on our leadership team in the areas of operations, security,
marketing, sales, support and general and administrative functions, and on individual contributors on our research and development team. Although we have
entered into employment agreements with our key personnel, these agreements have no specific duration and constitute at-will employment. We do not
maintain key person life insurance policies on any of our employees. The loss of one or more of our executive officers or key employees could seriously harm
our business.
To execute our growth plan, we must attract and retain highly qualified personnel. Competition for these personnel in the San Francisco Bay Area, where
our headquarters are located, and in other locations where we maintain offices, is intense, especially for experienced sales professionals and for engineers
experienced in designing and developing cloud applications and security software. We have from time to time experienced, and we expect to continue to
experience, difficulty in hiring and retaining employees with appropriate qualifications. For example, in recent years, recruiting, hiring and retaining
employees with expertise in the cybersecurity industry has become increasingly difficult as the demand for cybersecurity professionals has increased as a
result of the recent cybersecurity attacks on global corporations and governments. Many of the companies with which we compete for experienced personnel
have greater resources than we have. In addition, job
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candidates and existing employees often consider the value of the equity awards they receive in connection with their employment. Volatility or lack of
performance in our stock price may also affect our ability to attract and retain our key employees. Also, many of our employees have become, or will soon
become, vested in a substantial amount of equity awards, which may give them a substantial amount of personal wealth. This may make it more difficult for
us to retain and motivate these employees, and this wealth could affect their decision about whether or not they continue to work for us. Any failure to
successfully attract, integrate or retain qualified personnel to fulfill our current or future needs could materially and adversely affect our business, operating
results and financial condition.
Our business is subject to the risks of earthquakes, fire, floods and other natural catastrophic events, and to interruption by man-made problems such
as power disruptions, computer viruses, data security breaches or terrorism.
Our corporate headquarters are located in the San Francisco Bay Area, a region known for seismic activity. A significant natural disaster, such as an
earthquake, fire or a flood, occurring at our headquarters, at one of our other facilities or where a key channel partner or data center is located could adversely
affect our business, results of operations and financial condition. Further, if a natural disaster or man-made problem were to affect our component suppliers or
other third-party providers, including our network bandwidth providers, this could materially and adversely affect our ability to provide services in a timely or
cost-effective manner. In addition, natural disasters, acts of terrorism and other geo-political unrest or health issues, such as outbreak of pandemic or epidemic
disease, such as the novel coronavirus COVID-19, or fear of such events, could cause disruptions in our or our customers’ businesses, national economies or
the world economy as a whole. In addition, computer malware, viruses and computer hacking, fraudulent use attempts and phishing attacks have become
more prevalent in our industry, and our internal systems may be victimized by such attacks. Although we maintain incident management and disaster response
plans, in the event of a major disruption caused by a natural disaster or man-made problem, we may be unable to continue our operations and may endure
system interruptions, reputational harm, delays in our development activities, lengthy interruptions in service, breaches of data security and loss of critical
data. Though it is difficult to determine what, if any, harm may directly result from any specific interruption or attack, any failure to maintain performance,
reliability, security and availability of our platform to the satisfaction of our users may materially harm our reputation and our ability to retain existing
customers and attract new customers.
We incorporate technology from third parties into our cloud platform, and our inability to obtain or maintain rights to the technology could harm our
business.
We license software and other technology from third parties that we incorporate into or integrate with, our cloud platform. We cannot be certain that our
licensors are not infringing the intellectual property rights of third parties or that our licensors have sufficient rights to the licensed intellectual property in all
jurisdictions in which we may sell our services. In addition, many licenses are non-exclusive, and therefore our competitors may have access to the same
technology licensed to us. Some of our agreements with our licensors may be terminated for convenience by them, or otherwise provide for a limited term. If
we are unable to continue to license any of this technology for any reason, our ability to develop and sell our services containing such technology could be
harmed. Similarly, if we are unable to license necessary technology from third parties now or in the future, we may be forced to acquire or develop alternative
technology, which we may be unable to do in a commercially feasible manner or at all, and we may be required to use alternative technology of lower quality
or performance standards. This could limit and delay our ability to offer new or competitive products and services and increase our costs of production. As a
result, our business and results of operations could be significantly harmed. Additionally, as part of our longer-term strategy, we plan to open our cloud
platform to third-party developers and applications to further extend its functionality. We cannot be certain that such efforts to grow our business will be
successful.
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Some of our technology incorporates "open source" software, and we license some of our software through open source projects, which could
negatively affect our ability to sell our platform and subject us to possible litigation.
Our solutions incorporate software licensed by third parties under open source licenses, including open source software included in software we receive
from third-party commercial software vendors. Use of open source software may entail greater risks than use of third-party commercial software, as open
source licensors generally do not provide support, updates or warranties or other contractual protections regarding infringement claims or the quality of the
code. In addition, the wide availability of open source software used in our solutions could expose us to security vulnerabilities. Furthermore, the terms of
many open source licenses have not been interpreted by U.S. courts, and there is a risk that such licenses could be construed in a manner that imposes
unanticipated conditions or restrictions on our ability to market or commercialize our solutions. As a result, we could be subject to lawsuits by parties
claiming ownership of what we believe to be open source software. Litigation could be costly for us to defend, have a negative effect on our results of
operations and financial condition or require us to devote additional research and development resources to change our solutions. In addition, by the terms of
some open source licenses, under certain conditions we could be required to release the source code of our proprietary software, and to make our proprietary
software available under open source licenses, including authorizing further modification and redistribution. In the event that portions of our proprietary
software are determined to be subject to such requirements by an open source license, we could be required to publicly release the affected portions of our
source code, re-engineer all or a portion of our platform or otherwise be limited in the licensing of our services, each of which provide an advantage to our
competitors or other entrants to the market, create security vulnerabilities in our solutions and could reduce or eliminate the value of our services. Further, if
we are held to have breached or otherwise failed to comply with the terms of an open source software license, we could be required to release certain of our
proprietary source code under open source licenses, pay monetary damages, seek licenses from third parties to continue offering our services on terms that are
not economically feasible or be subject to injunctions that could require us to discontinue the sale of our services if re-engineering could not be accomplished
on a timely basis. Many of the risks associated with use of open source software cannot be eliminated and could negatively affect our business. Moreover, we
cannot assure you that our processes for controlling our use of open source software in our platform will be effective. Responding to any infringement or
noncompliance claim by an open source vendor, regardless of its validity, or discovering open source software code in our platform could harm our business,
operating results and financial condition by, among other things:
•

resulting in time-consuming and costly litigation;

•

diverting management’s time and attention from developing our business;

•

requiring us to pay monetary damages or enter into royalty and licensing agreements that we would not normally find acceptable;

•

causing delays in the deployment of our platform or service offerings to our customers;

•

requiring us to stop offering certain services on or features of our platform;

•

requiring us to redesign certain components of our platform using alternative non-infringing or non-open source technology, which could require
significant effort and expense;

•

requiring us to disclose our software source code and the detailed program commands for our software; and

•

requiring us to satisfy indemnification obligations to our customers.
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We rely on third parties for certain essential financial and operational services, and a failure or disruption in these services could materially and
adversely affect our ability to manage our business effectively.
We rely on third parties to provide many essential financial and operational services to support our business. Many of these vendors are less established
and have shorter operating histories than traditional software vendors. Moreover, these vendors provide their services to us via a cloud-based model instead of
software that is installed on our premises. As a result, we depend upon these vendors to provide us with services that are always available and are free of
errors or defects that could cause disruptions in our business processes. Any failure by these vendors to do so, or any disruption in our ability to access the
internet, would materially and adversely affect our ability to manage our operations.
We rely on a limited number of suppliers for certain components of the equipment we use to operate our cloud platform, and any disruption in the
availability of these components could delay our ability to expand or increase the capacity of our global data center network or replace defective
equipment in our existing data centers.
We rely on a limited number of suppliers for several components of the equipment we use to operate our cloud platform and provide services to our
customers. Our reliance on these suppliers exposes us to risks, including reduced control over production costs and constraints based on the then current
availability, terms and pricing of these components. For example, we generally purchase these components on a purchase order basis, and do not have longterm contracts guaranteeing supply. In addition, the technology industry has experienced component shortages and delivery delays in the past, and we may
experience shortages or delays, including as a result of natural disasters, increased demand in the industry or if our suppliers do not have sufficient rights to
supply the components in all jurisdictions in which we may host our services. If our supply of certain components is disrupted or delayed, there can be no
assurance that additional supplies or components can serve as adequate replacements for the existing components or that supplies will be available on terms
that are favorable to us, if at all. Any disruption or delay in the supply of our components may delay opening new data centers, delay increasing capacity or
replacing defective equipment at existing data centers or cause other constraints on our operations that could damage our channel partner or customer
relationships.
Claims by others that we infringe their proprietary technology or other rights, or other lawsuits asserted against us, could result in significant costs
and substantially harm our business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects.
A number of companies in our industry hold a large number of patents and also protect their copyright, trade secret and other intellectual property rights,
and companies in the networking and security industry frequently enter into litigation based on allegations of patent infringement or other violations of
intellectual property rights. In addition, patent holding companies seek to monetize patents they previously developed, have purchased or otherwise obtained.
Many companies, including our competitors, may now, and in the future, have significantly larger and more mature patent, copyright, trademark and trade
secret portfolios than we have, which they may use to assert claims of infringement, misappropriation and other violations of intellectual property rights
against us. In addition, future litigation may involve non-practicing entities or other patent owners who have no relevant product offerings or revenue and
against whom our own patents may therefore provide little or no deterrence or protection. As we face increasing competition and gain an increasingly higher
profile, including as a result of becoming a public company, the possibility of intellectual property rights claims against us grows. Third parties have asserted
in the past and may in the future assert claims of infringement of intellectual property rights against us and these claims, even without merit, could harm our
business, including by increasing our costs, reducing our revenue, creating customer concerns that result in delayed or reduced sales, distracting our
management from the running of our business and requiring us to cease use of important intellectual property. In addition, because patent applications can
take years to issue and are often afforded confidentiality for some period of time, there may currently be pending applications, unknown to us, that later result
in issued patents that could cover one or more of our services. Moreover, in a patent infringement claim against us, we may assert, as a defense, that we do not
infringe the relevant patent claims, that the patent is invalid or both. The strength of our defenses will
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depend on the patents asserted, the interpretation of these patents, and our ability to invalidate the asserted patents. However, we could be unsuccessful in
advancing non-infringement and/or invalidity arguments in our defense. In the United States, issued patents enjoy a presumption of validity, and the party
challenging the validity of a patent claim must present clear and convincing evidence of invalidity, which is a high burden of proof. Conversely, the patent
owner need only prove infringement by a preponderance of the evidence, which is a lower burden of proof. Furthermore, because of the substantial amount of
discovery required in connection with patent and other intellectual property rights litigation, there is a risk that some of our confidential information could be
compromised by the discovery process.
As the number of products and competitors in our market increases and overlaps occur, claims of infringement, misappropriation and other violations of
intellectual property rights may increase. Our insurance may not cover intellectual property rights infringement claims. Third parties have in the past and may
in the future also assert infringement claims against our customers or channel partners, with whom our agreements may obligate us to indemnify against these
claims. In addition, to the extent we hire personnel from competitors, we may be subject to allegations that such employees have divulged proprietary or other
confidential information to us.
From time to time, the U.S. Supreme Court, other U.S. federal courts and the U.S. Patent and Trademark Appeals Board, and their foreign counterparts,
have made and may continue to make changes to the interpretation of patent laws in their respective jurisdictions. We cannot predict future changes to the
interpretation of existing patent laws or whether U.S. or foreign legislative bodies will amend such laws in the future. Any changes may lead to uncertainties
or increased costs and risks surrounding the outcome of third-party infringement claims brought against us and the actual or enhanced damages, including
treble damages, that may be awarded in connection with any such current or future claims and could have a material adverse effect on our business and
financial condition.
We are unable to predict the likelihood of success in defending against future infringement claims. In the event that we fail to successfully defend
ourselves against an infringement claim, a successful claimant could secure a judgment or otherwise require payment of legal fees, settlement payments,
ongoing royalties or other costs or damages; or we may agree to a settlement that prevents us from offering certain services or features; or we may be required
to obtain a license, which may not be available on reasonable terms, or at all, to use the relevant technology. If we are prevented from using certain
technology or intellectual property, we may be required to develop alternative, non-infringing technology, which could require significant time, during which
we could be unable to continue to offer our affected services or features, effort and expense and may ultimately not be successful. Any of these outcomes
could result in a material adverse effect on our business. Even if we were to prevail, third-party infringement lawsuits could be costly and time-consuming,
divert the attention of our management and key personnel from our business operations, deter channel partners from selling or licensing our services and
dissuade potential customers from purchasing our services, which would also materially harm our business. In addition, any public announcements of the
results of any proceedings in third-party infringement lawsuits could be negatively perceived by industry or financial analysts and investors and could cause
our stock price to experience volatility or decline. Further, the expense of litigation and the timing of this expense from period to period are difficult to
estimate, subject to change and could adversely affect our results of operations.
Any of these events could materially and adversely harm our business, financial condition and results of operations.
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We may become involved in other litigation that may materially adversely affect us.
From time to time, we may become involved in various legal proceedings relating to matters incidental to the ordinary course of our business, including
patent, commercial, product liability, employment, class action, whistleblower and other litigation and claims, and governmental and other regulatory
investigations and proceedings. Such matters can be time-consuming, divert management’s attention and resources, cause us to incur significant expenses or
liability and/or require us to change our business practices. In addition, the expense of litigation and the timing of this expense from period to period are
difficult to estimate, subject to change and could adversely affect our results of operations. Because of the potential risks, expenses and uncertainties of
litigation, we may, from time to time, settle disputes, even where we have meritorious claims or defenses, by agreeing to settlement agreements. Because
litigation is inherently unpredictable, we cannot assure you that the results of any of these actions will not have a material adverse effect on our business,
financial condition, results of operations and prospects.
The success of our business depends in part on our ability to protect and enforce our intellectual property rights.
We believe our intellectual property is an essential asset of our business, and our success and ability to compete depend in part upon protection of our
intellectual property rights. We rely on a combination of patent, copyright, trademark and trade secret laws, as well as confidentiality procedures and
contractual provisions, to establish and protect our intellectual property rights, all of which provide only limited protection. The efforts we have taken to
protect our intellectual property rights may not be sufficient or effective, and our patents, trademarks and copyrights may be held invalid or unenforceable.
Moreover, we cannot assure you that any patents will be issued with respect to our currently pending patent applications in a manner that gives us adequate
defensive protection or competitive advantages, or that any patents issued to us will not be challenged, invalidated or circumvented. We have filed for patents
in the United States and in certain non-U.S. jurisdictions, but such protections may not be available in all countries in which we operate or in which we seek
to enforce our intellectual property rights, or may be difficult to enforce in practice. For example, many foreign countries have compulsory licensing laws
under which a patent owner must grant licenses to third parties. In addition, many countries limit the enforceability of patents against certain third parties,
including government agencies or government contractors. In these countries, patents may provide limited or no benefit. Moreover, we may need to expend
additional resources to defend our intellectual property rights in these countries, and our inability to do so could impair our business or adversely affect our
international expansion. Our currently issued patents and any patents that may be issued in the future with respect to pending or future patent applications
may not provide sufficiently broad protection or they may not prove to be enforceable in actions against alleged infringers. Additionally, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office and various foreign governmental patent agencies require compliance with a number of procedural, documentary, fee payment and other
similar provisions during the patent application process and to maintain issued patents. There are situations in which noncompliance can result in
abandonment or lapse of the patent or patent application, resulting in partial or complete loss of patent rights in the relevant jurisdiction. If this occurs, it
could materially harm our business, operating results, financial condition and prospects.
We may not be effective in policing unauthorized use of our intellectual property rights, and even if we do detect violations, litigation may be necessary
to enforce our intellectual property rights. In addition, our intellectual property may be stolen, including by cybercrimes, and we may not be able to identify
the perpetrators or prevent the exploitation of our intellectual property by our competitors or others. Protecting against the unauthorized use of our intellectual
property rights, technology and other proprietary rights is expensive and difficult, particularly outside of the United States. Any enforcement efforts we
undertake, including litigation, could be time-consuming and expensive and could divert management’s attention, either of which could harm our business,
operating results and financial condition. Further, attempts to enforce our rights against third parties could also provoke these third parties to assert their own
intellectual property or other rights against us, or result in a holding that invalidates or narrows the scope of our rights, in whole or in part. The inability to
adequately protect and enforce our intellectual property and other proprietary rights could seriously harm our business, operating results, financial condition
and prospects. Even if we are able to secure our intellectual property rights, we cannot assure you that
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such rights will provide us with competitive advantages or distinguish our services from those of our competitors or that our competitors will not
independently develop similar technology, duplicate any of our technology, or design around our patents.
Our business depends, in part, on sales to government organizations, and significant changes in the contracting or fiscal policies of such government
organizations could have an adverse effect on our business and operating results.
We derive a portion of our revenue from contracts with government organizations, and we believe the success and growth of our business will in part
depend on our successful procurement of additional public sector customers. However, demand from government organizations is often unpredictable, and we
cannot assure you that we will be able to maintain or grow our revenue from the public sector. Sales to government entities are subject to substantial risks,
including the following:
•

selling to government agencies can be highly competitive, expensive and time-consuming, often requiring significant upfront time and expense
without any assurance that such efforts will generate a sale;

•

U.S. or other government certification requirements applicable to our cloud platform, including the Federal Risk and Authorization Management
Program, are often difficult and costly to obtain and maintain and failure to do so will restrict our ability to sell to government customers;

•

government demand and payment for our services may be impacted by public sector budgetary cycles and funding authorizations; and

•

governments routinely investigate and audit government contractors’ administrative processes and any unfavorable audit could result in fines, civil
or criminal liability, further investigations, damage to our reputation and debarment from further government business.

The occurrence of any of the foregoing could cause governments and governmental agencies to delay or refrain from purchasing our solutions in the
future or otherwise have an adverse effect on our business and operating results.
Failure to comply with laws and regulations applicable to our business could subject us to fines and penalties and could also cause us to lose
customers in the public sector or negatively impact our ability to contract with the public sector.
Our business is subject to regulation by various federal, state, local and foreign governmental agencies, including agencies responsible for monitoring
and enforcing privacy and data protection laws and regulations, employment and labor laws, workplace safety, product safety, environmental laws, consumer
protection laws, anti-bribery laws, import and export controls, federal securities laws and tax laws and regulations. In certain jurisdictions, these regulatory
requirements may be more stringent than in the United States. These laws and regulations impose added costs on our business. Noncompliance with
applicable regulations or requirements could subject us to:
•

investigations, enforcement actions and sanctions;

•

mandatory changes to our cloud platform;

•

disgorgement of profits, fines and damages;

•

civil and criminal penalties or injunctions;

•

claims for damages by our customers or channel partners;

•

termination of contracts;

•

loss of intellectual property rights; and
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•

temporary or permanent debarment from sales to government organizations.

If any governmental sanctions are imposed, or if we do not prevail in any possible civil or criminal litigation, our business, operating results and financial
condition could be adversely affected. In addition, responding to any action will likely result in a significant diversion of management’s attention and
resources and an increase in professional fees. Enforcement actions and sanctions could materially harm our business, operating results and financial
condition.
We endeavor to properly classify employees as exempt versus non-exempt under applicable law. Although there are no pending or threatened material
claims or investigations against us asserting that some employees are improperly classified as exempt, the possibility exists that some of our current or former
employees could have been incorrectly classified as exempt employees.
In addition, we must comply with laws and regulations relating to the formation, administration and performance of contracts with the public sector,
including U.S. federal, state and local governmental organizations, which affect how we and our channel partners do business with governmental agencies.
Selling our solutions to the U.S. government, whether directly or through channel partners, also subjects us to certain regulatory and contractual requirements.
Failure to comply with these requirements by either us or our channel partners could subject us to investigations, fines and other penalties, which could have
an adverse effect on our business, operating results, financial condition and prospects. As an example, the U.S. Department of Justice, or DOJ, and the
General Services Administration, or GSA, have in the past pursued claims against and financial settlements with IT vendors under the False Claims Act and
other statutes related to pricing and discount practices and compliance with certain provisions of GSA contracts for sales to the federal government. The DOJ
and GSA continue to actively pursue such claims. Violations of certain regulatory and contractual requirements could also result in us being suspended or
debarred from future government contracting. Any of these outcomes could have a material adverse effect on our revenue, operating results, financial
condition and prospects.
These laws and regulations impose added costs on our business, and failure to comply with these or other applicable regulations and requirements could
lead to claims for damages from our channel partners or customers, penalties, termination of contracts, loss of exclusive rights in our intellectual property and
temporary suspension or permanent debarment from government contracting. Any such damages, penalties, disruptions or limitations in our ability to do
business with the public sector could have a material adverse effect on our business and operating results.
If we were not able to satisfy data protection, security, privacy and other government- and industry-specific requirements or regulations, our
business, results of operations and financial condition could be harmed.
Personal privacy, data protection, information security and other telecommunications regulations are significant issues in the United States, Europe and in
other jurisdictions where we offer our solutions. The regulatory framework for privacy, data protection and security matters is rapidly evolving and is likely to
remain uncertain for the foreseeable future. Our handling of data is subject to a variety of laws and regulations, including regulation by various government
agencies.
The U.S. federal government, and various state and foreign governments, have adopted or proposed limitations on the collection, distribution, use and
storage of information relating to individuals. Laws and regulations outside the United States, and particularly in Europe, often are more restrictive than those
in the United States. Such laws and regulations may require companies to implement privacy and security policies, permit customers to access, correct and
delete information stored or maintained by such companies, inform individuals of security breaches that affect their information, and, in some cases, obtain
individuals’ consent to use information for certain purposes. In addition, some foreign governments require that certain information collected in a country be
retained within that country. We also may find it necessary or desirable to join industry or other self-regulatory bodies or other information security or data
protection-related organizations that require compliance with their rules pertaining to information security and data protection. We also may be bound by
additional, more stringent contractual obligations relating to our collection, use and disclosure of personal, financial and other data.
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We also expect that there will continue to be new proposed laws, regulations and industry standards concerning privacy, data protection, information
security and telecommunications services in the United States, the European Union and other jurisdictions in which we operate or may operate, and we cannot
yet determine the impact such future laws, regulations and standards may have on our business. For example, the European Union implemented the General
Data Protection Regulation in May 2018, which imposes stringent data protection requirements and provides for significant penalties for noncompliance. In
addition, changes in laws or regulations that adversely affect the use of the internet, including laws impacting net neutrality, could impact our business.
Similarly, California in 2018 adopted the California Consumer Privacy Act, which took effect in January 2020 and seeks to provide California consumers
with increased privacy rights and protections for their personal information. Further, China and Russia, countries in which we offer our solutions, recently
enacted legislation regulating certain technologies, and it is not clear how broadly such legislation will be interpreted or applied in relation to our business.
We expect that existing laws, regulations and standards may be interpreted in new manners in the future. Future laws, regulations, standards and other
obligations, and changes in the interpretation of existing laws, regulations, standards and other obligations could require us to modify our solutions, restrict
our business operations, increase our costs and impair our ability to maintain and grow our customer base and increase our revenue.
Although we work to comply with applicable laws and regulations, industry standards, contractual obligations and other legal obligations, those laws,
regulations, standards and obligations are evolving and may be modified, interpreted and applied in an inconsistent manner from one jurisdiction to another,
and may conflict with one another. In addition, they may conflict with other requirements or legal obligations that apply to our business or the security
features and services that our customers expect from our solutions. As such, we cannot assure ongoing compliance with all such laws, regulations, standards
and obligations. Any failure or perceived failure by us to comply with applicable laws, regulations, standards or obligations, or any actual or suspected
security breach or other security incident, whether or not resulting in unauthorized access to, or acquisition, release or transfer of information relating to
individuals or other data, may result in governmental enforcement actions and prosecutions, private litigation, fines and penalties or adverse publicity, and
could cause our customers to lose trust in us, which could have an adverse effect on our reputation and business. Any inability to adequately address privacy
and security concerns, even if unfounded, or comply with applicable laws, regulations, standards and obligations, could result in additional cost and liability
to us, damage our reputation, inhibit sales, and materially and adversely affect our business and operating results.
We are subject to anti-corruption, anti-bribery and similar laws, and noncompliance with such laws can subject us to criminal penalties or significant
fines and harm our business and reputation.
We are subject to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, the U.K. Bribery Act 2010 and other anti-corruption, anti-bribery, anti-money
laundering and similar laws in the United States and other countries in which we conduct activities. Anti-corruption and anti-bribery laws, which have been
enforced aggressively and are interpreted broadly, prohibit companies and their employees and agents from promising, authorizing, making or offering
improper payments or other benefits to government officials and others in the private sector. We leverage third parties, including channel partners, to sell
subscriptions to our platform and conduct our business abroad. We and these third-party intermediaries may have direct or indirect interactions with officials
and employees of government agencies or state-owned or affiliated entities and we may be held liable for the corrupt or other illegal activities of these thirdparty business partners and intermediaries, our employees, representatives, contractors, channel partners and agents, even if we do not explicitly authorize
such activities. While we have policies and procedures to address compliance with such laws, we cannot assure you that all of our employees and agents will
not take actions in violation of our policies and applicable law, for which we may be ultimately held responsible. As we increase our international sales and
business, our risks under these laws may increase. Noncompliance with these laws could subject us to investigations, severe criminal or civil sanctions,
settlements, prosecution, loss of export privileges, suspension or debarment from U.S. government contracts, other enforcement actions, disgorgement of
profits, significant fines, damages, other civil and criminal penalties or injunctions, whistleblower complaints, adverse media coverage and other
consequences.
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Any investigations, actions or sanctions could materially harm our reputation, business, results of operations and financial condition.
We are subject to governmental export and import controls that could impair our ability to compete in international markets and subject us to liability
if we are not in full compliance with applicable laws.
Our business activities are subject to various restrictions under U.S. export and similar laws and regulations, including the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Export Administration Regulations and various economic and trade sanctions regulations administered by the U.S. Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control. The U.S. export control laws and U.S. economic sanctions laws include restrictions or prohibitions on the sale or supply of certain
products and services to U.S. embargoed or sanctioned countries, governments, persons and entities. In addition, various countries regulate the import of
certain technology and have enacted or could enact laws that could limit our ability to provide our services and operate our cloud platform or could limit our
customers’ ability to access or use our services in those countries.
Although we take precautions to prevent our services from being provided in violation of such laws, our services may have been in the past, and could in
the future be, provided inadvertently in violation of such laws, despite the precautions we take. If we fail to comply with these laws and regulations, we and
certain of our employees could be subject to civil or criminal penalties, including the possible loss of export privileges and fines. We may also be materially
and adversely affected through penalties, reputational harm, loss of access to certain markets, or otherwise. Obtaining the necessary authorizations, including
any required license, for a particular transaction may be time-consuming, is not guaranteed and may result in the delay or loss of sales opportunities. In
addition, changes in our platform, or changes in export, sanctions and import laws, could delay the introduction and sale of subscriptions to our platform in
international markets, prevent users in certain countries from accessing our services or, in some cases, prevent the provision of our services to certain
countries, governments, persons or entities altogether. Any change in export or import regulations, economic sanctions or related laws, shift in the
enforcement or scope of existing regulations or change in the countries, governments, persons or technologies targeted by such regulations could decrease our
ability to sell subscriptions to our platform to existing customers or potential new customers with international operations. Any decrease in our ability to sell
subscriptions to our platform could materially and adversely affect our business, results of operations and financial condition.
Our international operations expose us to significant risks, and failure to manage those risks could materially and adversely impact our business.
Historically, we have derived a significant portion of our revenue from outside the United States. We derived approximately 51%, and 55% of our
revenue from our international customers in fiscal 2019 and fiscal 2018 respectively. As of July 31, 2019, approximately 55% of our full-time employees
were located outside of the United States. We are continuing to adapt to and develop strategies to address international markets and our growth strategy
includes expansion into target geographies, such as Japan and the Asia-Pacific region, but there is no guarantee that such efforts will be successful. We expect
that our international activities will continue to grow in the future, as we continue to pursue opportunities in international markets. These international
operations will require significant management attention and financial resources and are subject to substantial risks, including:
•

political, economic and social uncertainty;

•

unexpected costs for the localization of our services, including translation into foreign languages and adaptation for local practices and regulatory
requirements;

•

greater difficulty in enforcing contracts and accounts receivable collection, and longer collection periods;

•

reduced or uncertain protection for intellectual property rights in some countries;
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•

greater risk of unexpected changes in regulatory practices, tariffs and tax laws and treaties;

•

greater risk of a failure of foreign employees, partners, distributors and resellers to comply with both U.S. and foreign laws, including antitrust
regulations, anti-bribery laws, export and import control laws, and any applicable trade regulations ensuring fair trade practices;

•

requirements to comply with foreign privacy, data protection and information security laws and regulations and the risks and costs of
noncompliance;

•

increased expenses incurred in establishing and maintaining office space and equipment for our international operations;

•

greater difficulty in identifying, attracting and retaining local qualified personnel, and the costs and expenses associated with such activities;

•

differing employment practices and labor relations issues;

•

difficulties in managing and staffing international offices and increased travel, infrastructure and legal compliance costs associated with multiple
international locations;

•

fluctuations in exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and foreign currencies in markets where we do business, including the British Pound, Indian
Rupee and Euro, and related impact on sales cycles; and

•

The impact of natural disasters and public health pandemics and epidemics, such as the novel coronavirus COVID-19, on customers, partners,
suppliers, employees, travel and the global economy.

Further, following a referendum in June 2016 in which voters in the United Kingdom approved an exit from the EU, the government of the United
Kingdom initiated a process to leave the EU (often referred to as "Brexit") without an agreement in place. This has led to legal uncertainty in the region and
could adversely affect the tax, operational, legal and regulatory regimes to which our business is subject. In addition, any continued or further uncertainty,
weakness or deterioration in global macroeconomic and market conditions may cause our UK or EU customers to modify spending priorities or delay
purchasing decisions, and may result in lengthened sales cycles, any of which could harm our business and operating results.
As we continue to develop and grow our business globally, our success will depend, in large part, on our ability to anticipate and effectively manage
these risks. The expansion of our existing international operations and entry into additional international markets will require significant management
attention and financial resources. Our failure to successfully manage our international operations and the associated risks could limit the future growth of our
business.
Our failure to raise additional capital necessary to expand our operations and invest in new solutions could reduce our ability to compete and could
harm our business.
We expect that our existing cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments will be sufficient to meet our anticipated cash needs for working capital
and capital expenditures for at least the next 12 months. We may, however, need to raise additional funds in the future to fund our operating expenses, make
capital purchases and acquire or invest in business or technology, and we may not be able to obtain those funds on favorable terms, or at all. If we raise
additional equity financing, our stockholders may experience significant dilution of their ownership interests and the per share value of our common stock
could decline. Furthermore, if we engage in debt financing, the holders of debt would have priority over the holders of our common stock, and we may be
required to accept terms that restrict our ability to incur additional indebtedness or our ability to pay any dividends on our common stock, though we do not
intend to pay dividends in the foreseeable future. We may also be required to take other actions, any of which could harm our business and operating results.
If we are unable to obtain adequate financing, or financing on terms satisfactory to us, when we require it, our ability to continue to support our
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business growth and to respond to business challenges could be significantly limited, and our business, operating results, financial condition and prospects
could be materially and adversely affected.
Adverse economic conditions or reduced IT security spending may adversely impact our revenue and profitability.
Our operations and performance depend in part on worldwide economic conditions and the impact these conditions have on levels of spending on IT
networking and security solutions. Our business depends on the overall demand for these solutions and on the economic health and general willingness of our
current and prospective customers to purchase our security services. Weak economic conditions, or a reduction in IT security spending, could materially and
adversely affect our business, operating results and financial condition in a number of ways, including by reducing sales, lengthening sales cycles and
lowering prices for our services.
We believe our long-term value as a company will be greater if we focus on growth, which may negatively impact our profitability in the near term.
Part of our business strategy is to primarily focus on our long-term growth. As a result, our profitability may be lower in the near term than it would be if
our strategy were to maximize short-term profitability. Significant expenditures on sales and marketing efforts, and expenditures on growing our cloud
platform and expanding our research and development, each of which we intend to continue to invest in, may not ultimately grow our business or cause longterm profitability. If we are ultimately unable to achieve profitability at the level anticipated by industry or financial analysts and our stockholders, our stock
price may decline.
If we fail to maintain an effective system of internal controls, our ability to produce timely and accurate financial statements or comply with
applicable regulations could be impaired.
As a public company, we are subject to the reporting requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, or the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the rules and regulations of The Nasdaq Global Select Market, or Nasdaq. The requirements of
these rules and regulations will increase our legal, accounting and financial compliance costs; make some activities more difficult, time-consuming and
costly; and place significant strain on our personnel, systems and resources.
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires, among other things, that we maintain effective disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial
reporting. We have developed our disclosure controls, internal control over financial reporting and other procedures to ensure information required to be
disclosed by us in the reports that we will file with the SEC is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in SEC rules
and forms, and information required to be disclosed in reports under the Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to our principal executive and
financial officers.
Our current controls and any new controls we develop may become inadequate because of changes in conditions in our business. Further, weaknesses in
our internal controls may be discovered in the future. Any failure to develop or maintain effective controls, or any difficulties encountered in their
implementation or improvement, could harm our operating results or cause us to fail to meet our reporting obligations and may result in a restatement of our
financial statements for prior periods. Any failure to implement and maintain effective internal controls also could adversely affect the results of periodic
management evaluations and annual independent registered public accounting firm attestation reports regarding the effectiveness of our internal control over
financial reporting that we are required to include in our periodic reports we will file with the SEC under Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Ineffective
disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting could also cause investors to lose confidence in our reported financial and
other information, which would likely have a negative effect on the market price of our common stock.
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In order to maintain and improve the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting, we have
expended and anticipate we will continue to expend significant resources, including accounting-related costs, and provide significant management oversight.
Any failure to maintain the adequacy of our internal controls, or consequent inability to produce accurate financial statements on a timely basis, could
increase our operating costs and could materially impair our ability to operate our business. If our internal controls are perceived as inadequate or we are
unable to produce timely or accurate financial statements, investors may lose confidence in our operating results and our stock price could decline. In
addition, if we are unable to continue to meet these requirements, we may not be able to remain listed on Nasdaq.
Pursuant to Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, we are required to have our independent registered public accounting firm attest to the effectiveness
of our internal control over financial reporting. This assessment includes disclosure of any material weaknesses identified by our management in our internal
control over financial reporting. We are also required to have our independent registered public accounting firm issue an opinion on the effectiveness of our
internal control over financial reporting. During the evaluation and testing process, if we identify one or more material weaknesses in our internal control over
financial reporting, we will be unable to assert that our internal controls are effective.
If we are unable to assert that our internal control over financial reporting is effective, or if, when required, our independent registered public accounting
firm is unable to express an opinion on the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting, we could lose investor confidence in the accuracy and
completeness of our financial reports, which would cause the price of our common stock to decline, and we may be subject to investigation or sanctions by
the SEC.
We are exposed to fluctuations in currency exchange rates, which could negatively affect our operating results.
The vast majority of our sales contracts are denominated in U.S. dollars, and therefore, substantially all of our revenue is not subject to foreign currency
risk. However, a strengthening of the U.S. dollar could increase the real cost of our solutions to our customers outside of the United States, which could
adversely affect our financial condition and operating results. In addition, an increasing portion of our operating expenses is incurred outside the United
States, is denominated in foreign currencies, such as the British Pound, Indian Rupee and Euro, and is subject to fluctuations due to changes in foreign
currency exchange rates. If we become more exposed to currency fluctuations and are not able to successfully hedge against the risks associated with
currency fluctuations, our operating results could be materially and adversely affected.
Taxing authorities may successfully assert that we should have collected or in the future should collect sales and use, value added or similar taxes,
and we could be subject to liability with respect to past or future sales, which could adversely affect our operating results.
We do not collect sales and use, value added or similar taxes in all jurisdictions in which we have sales because we have been advised that such taxes are
not applicable to our services in certain jurisdictions. Sales and use, value added and similar tax laws and rates vary greatly by jurisdiction. Certain
jurisdictions in which we do not collect such taxes may assert that such taxes are applicable, which could result in tax assessments, penalties and interest, to
us or our customers for the past amounts, and we may be required to collect such taxes in the future. If we are unsuccessful in collecting such taxes from our
customers, we could be held liable for such costs, which may materially and adversely affect our operating results.
Our corporate structure and intercompany arrangements are subject to the tax laws of various jurisdictions, and we could be obligated to pay
additional taxes, which would harm our results of operations.
We are expanding our international operations and staff to support our business in international markets. Our corporate structure and associated transfer
pricing policies contemplate the business flows and future growth into the international markets, and consider the functions, risks and assets of the various
entities involved in the intercompany transactions. The amount of taxes we pay in different jurisdictions may depend on the application of the tax laws of the
various jurisdictions,
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including the United States, to our international business activities, changes in tax rates, new or revised tax laws or interpretations of existing tax laws and
policies, and our ability to operate our business in a manner consistent with our corporate structure and intercompany arrangements. The taxing authorities of
the jurisdictions in which we operate may challenge our methodologies for pricing intercompany transactions pursuant to the intercompany arrangements or
disagree with our determinations as to the income and expenses attributable to specific jurisdictions. If such a challenge or disagreement were to occur, and
our position was not sustained, or if there are changes in tax laws or the way existing tax laws are interpreted or applied, we could be required to pay
additional taxes, interest and penalties, which could result in one-time tax charges, higher effective tax rates, reduced cash flows and lower overall
profitability of our operations. Our financial statements could fail to reflect adequate reserves to cover such a contingency.
Our ability to use our net operating loss carryforwards and certain other tax attributes may be limited.
As of July 31, 2019, we had net operating loss carryforwards for U.S. federal income tax purposes and state income tax purposes of approximately
$360.0 million and $109.5 million, respectively, available to offset future taxable income. Beginning in 2027, $144.4 million of the federal net operating
losses will begin to expire. The remaining $215.6 million of the federal net operating losses will carry forward indefinitely. Beginning in 2024, $102.6 million
of state net operating losses will begin to expire at different periods. The remaining $6.9 million of state net operating losses will carry forward indefinitely.
As of July 31, 2019, we also had U.S. federal and California research and development credits of $8.4 million and 6.3 million, respectively. If not
utilized, the federal credit carryforwards will begin expiring at different periods beginning in 2033. Our California research and development credits may be
carried forward indefinitely. Realization of these net operating loss carryforwards depends on future income, and there is a risk that a portion of our existing
carryforwards could expire unused and be unavailable to offset future income tax liabilities, which could materially and adversely affect our results of
operations.
In addition, under Section 382 and 383 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, if a corporation undergoes an "ownership change," generally
defined as a greater than 50% change (by value) in its equity ownership by "5% shareholders" over a three-year period, the corporation’s ability to use its prechange net operating loss carryforwards and other pre-change tax attributes, such as research tax credits, to offset its post-change income may be limited. As a
result, in the event that it is determined that we have in the past experienced an ownership change, or if we experience one or more ownership changes in the
future as a result of subsequent shifts in our stock ownership, our ability to use our pre-change net operating loss carry-forwards to offset U.S. federal taxable
liability may be subject to limitations, which could potentially result in increased future tax liability to us.
Furthermore, the legislation commonly referred to as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (the "Tax Act") imposes certain limitations on the deduction of
net operating losses, including a limitation on use of net operating losses generated in tax years that began on or after January 1, 2018 to offset 80% of taxable
income and disallowance of carryback of post-2017 net operating losses, which could further increase our future tax liability.
Future acquisitions, strategic investments, partnerships or alliances could be difficult to identify and integrate, divert the attention of key
management personnel, disrupt our business, dilute stockholder value and adversely affect our operating results, financial condition and prospects.
Our business strategy may, from time to time, include acquiring other complementary solutions, technologies or businesses. We have in the past acquired,
and expect in the future to acquire, businesses that we believe will complement or augment our existing business. In order to expand our security offerings
and features, we also may enter into relationships with other businesses, which could involve preferred or exclusive licenses, additional channels of
distribution or investments in other companies. Negotiating these transactions can be time-consuming, difficult and costly, and our ability to close these
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transactions may be subject to third-party approvals, such as government regulatory approvals, which are beyond our control. Consequently, we cannot assure
you that these transactions, once undertaken and announced, will close.
These kinds of acquisitions or investments may result in unforeseen operating difficulties and expenditures. In particular, we may encounter difficulties
assimilating or integrating the businesses, technologies, products and services, personnel or operations of companies that we may acquire, particularly if the
key personnel of an acquired business choose not to work for us. We may have difficulty retaining the customers of any acquired business or using or
continuing the development of the acquired technologies. Acquisitions may also disrupt our ongoing business, divert our resources and require significant
management attention that would otherwise be available for development of our business. We may not successfully evaluate or utilize the acquired technology
or personnel, or accurately forecast the financial impact of an acquisition transaction, including accounting charges. Any acquisition or investment could
expose us to unknown liabilities. Moreover, we cannot assure you that the anticipated benefits of any acquisition or investment would be realized or that we
would not be exposed to unknown liabilities. In connection with these types of transactions, we may:
•

issue additional equity securities that would dilute our stockholders;

•

use cash that we may need in the future to operate our business;

•

incur debt on terms unfavorable to us or that we are unable to repay;

•

incur large charges or substantial liabilities;

•

encounter difficulties integrating diverse business cultures; and

•

become subject to adverse tax consequences, substantial depreciation or deferred compensation charges.

These challenges related to acquisitions or investments could adversely affect our business, operating results, financial condition and prospects.
If our estimates or judgments relating to our critical accounting policies prove to be incorrect or financial reporting standards or interpretations
change, our results of operations could be adversely affected.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts
reported in our consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. We base our estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions
that we believe to be reasonable under the circumstances, as provided in the section titled "Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations." The results of these estimates form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets, liabilities and equity, and the
amount of revenue and expenses that are not readily apparent from other sources. Significant assumptions and estimates used in preparing our consolidated
financial statements include those related to determination of revenue recognition, deferred revenue and deferred contract acquisition costs, allowance for
doubtful accounts, valuation of common stock options, valuation of intangible assets and goodwill, useful lives of property and equipment and definite-lived
intangible assets, the period of benefit generated from our deferred contract acquisition costs, loss contingencies related to litigation, and valuation of deferred
tax assets. Our results of operations may be adversely affected if our assumptions change or if actual circumstances differ from those in our assumptions,
which could cause our results of operations to fall below the expectations of industry or financial analysts and investors, resulting in a decline in the trading
price of our common stock.
Additionally, we regularly monitor our compliance with applicable financial reporting standards and review new pronouncements and drafts thereof that
are relevant to us. As a result of new standards, changes to existing standards and changes in their interpretation, we might be required to change our
accounting policies, alter our operational policies and implement new or enhance existing systems so that they reflect new or amended financial reporting
standards, or we may be
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required to restate our published financial statements. Such changes to existing standards or changes in their interpretation may have an adverse effect on our
reputation, business, financial position and profit, or cause an adverse deviation from our revenue and operating profit target, which may negatively impact
our financial results.
Risks Related to the Ownership of Our Common Stock
The concentration of our stock ownership with insiders will likely limit your ability to influence corporate matters, including the ability to influence
the outcome of director elections and other matters requiring stockholder approval.
As of January 31, 2020, our executive officers, directors, current 5% or greater stockholders and affiliated entities together beneficially owned
approximately 46.6% of our common stock outstanding with Jay Chaudhry, our president, chief executive officer and chairman of our board of directors, and
his affiliates beneficially owning approximately 20.7% of our common stock. As a result, these stockholders, acting together, will have significant control
over most matters that require approval by our stockholders, including the election of directors and approval of significant corporate transactions. Corporate
action might be taken even if other stockholders oppose them. This concentration of ownership might also have the effect of delaying or preventing a change
of control of us that other stockholders may view as beneficial.
The issuance of additional stock in connection with financings, acquisitions, investments, our stock incentive plans or otherwise will dilute all other
stockholders.
Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation authorizes us to issue up to one billion shares of common stock and up to two hundred million
shares of preferred stock with such rights and preferences as may be determined by our board of directors. Subject to compliance with applicable rules and
regulations, we may issue shares of common stock or securities convertible into shares of our common stock from time to time in connection with a financing,
acquisition, investment, our stock incentive plans or otherwise. Any such issuance could result in substantial dilution to our existing stockholders and cause
the market price of our common stock to decline.
Certain provisions in our charter documents and under Delaware law could make an acquisition of our company more difficult, limit attempts by our
stockholders to replace or remove members of our board of directors or current management and may adversely affect the market price of our common
stock.
Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation and amended and restated bylaws contain provisions that could delay or prevent a change in control
of our company. These provisions could also make it difficult for stockholders to elect directors that are not nominated by the current members of our board
of directors or take other corporate actions, including effecting changes in our management. These provisions include:
•

a classified board of directors with three-year staggered terms, which could delay the ability of stockholders to change the membership of a majority
of our board of directors;

•

the ability of our board of directors to issue shares of preferred stock and to determine the price and other terms of those shares, including
preferences and voting rights, without stockholder approval, which could be used to significantly dilute the ownership of a hostile acquirer;

•

the exclusive right of our board of directors to elect a director to fill a vacancy created by the expansion of our board of directors or the resignation,
death or removal of a director, which prevents stockholders from being able to fill vacancies on our board of directors;

•

a prohibition on stockholder action by written consent, which forces stockholder action to be taken at an annual or special meeting of our
stockholders;
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•

the requirement that a special meeting of stockholders may be called only by the chairperson of our board of directors, chief executive officer or
president (in the absence of a chief executive officer) or a majority vote of our board of directors, which could delay the ability of our stockholders to
force consideration of a proposal or to take action, including the removal of directors;

•

the requirement for the affirmative vote of holders of at least 66 2⁄3% of the voting power of all of the then outstanding shares of the voting stock,
voting together as a single class, to amend the provisions of our amended and restated certificate of incorporation relating to the issuance of preferred
stock and management of our business or our amended and restated bylaws, which may inhibit the ability of an acquirer to affect such amendments
to facilitate an unsolicited takeover attempt;

•

the ability of our board of directors, by majority vote, to amend our amended and restated bylaws, which may allow our board of directors to take
additional actions to prevent an unsolicited takeover and inhibit the ability of an acquirer to amend our amended and restated bylaws to facilitate an
unsolicited takeover attempt; and

•

advance notice procedures with which stockholders must comply to nominate candidates to our board of directors or to propose matters to be acted
upon at a stockholders’ meeting, which may discourage or deter a potential acquirer from conducting a solicitation of proxies to elect the acquirer’s
own slate of directors or otherwise attempting to obtain control of us.

These provisions may prohibit large stockholders, in particular those owning 15% or more of our outstanding voting stock, from merging or combining
with us for a certain period of time.
The market price of our common stock may be volatile, and you could lose all or part of your investment.
The market price of our common stock has fluctuated substantially and may fluctuate significantly in the future in response to a number of factors,
including those described in this "Risk Factors" section, many of which are beyond our control and may not be related to our operating performance. These
fluctuations could cause you to lose all or part of your investment in our common stock. Factors that could cause fluctuations in the market price of our
common stock include the following:
•

actual or anticipated changes or fluctuations in our operating results;

•

the financial projections we may provide to the public, any changes in these projections or our failure to meet these projections;

•

announcements by us or our competitors of new products or new or terminated significant contracts, commercial relationships or capital
commitments;

•

industry or financial analyst or investor reaction to our press releases, other public announcements and filings with the SEC;

•

rumors and market speculation involving us or other companies in our industry;

•

price and volume fluctuations in the overall stock market from time to time;

•

volume fluctuations in the trading of our common stock from time to time;

•

changes in operating performance and stock market valuations of other technology companies generally, or those in our industry in particular;

•

the sales of shares of our common stock by us or our stockholders;
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•

failure of industry or financial analysts to maintain coverage of us, changes in financial estimates by any analysts who follow our company, or our
failure to meet these estimates or the expectations of investors;

•

actual or anticipated developments in our business or our competitors’ businesses or the competitive landscape generally;

•

litigation involving us, our industry or both, or investigations by regulators into our operations or those of our competitors;

•

developments or disputes concerning our intellectual property rights or our solutions, or third-party proprietary rights;

•

announced or completed acquisitions of businesses or technologies by us or our competitors;

•

new laws or regulations or new interpretations of existing laws or regulations applicable to our business;

•

any major changes in our management or our board of directors, particularly with respect to Mr. Chaudhry;

•

general economic conditions and slow or negative growth of our markets; and

•

other events or factors, including those resulting from war, incidents of terrorism or responses to these events.

In addition, the stock market in general, and the market for technology companies in particular, has experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations
that have often been unrelated or disproportionate to the operating performance of those companies. Broad market and industry factors may seriously affect
the market price of our common stock, regardless of our actual operating performance. In addition, in the past, following periods of volatility in the overall
market and the market prices of a particular company’s securities, securities class action litigation has often been instituted against that company. Securities
litigation, if instituted against us, could result in substantial costs and divert our management’s attention and resources from our business. This could have an
adverse effect on our business, operating results and financial condition.
Sales of substantial amounts of our common stock in the public markets, or the perception that they might occur, could reduce the price that our
common stock might otherwise attain and may dilute your voting power and your ownership interest in us.
Sales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock in the public market, particularly sales by our directors, executive officers and significant
stockholders, or the perception that these sales could occur, could adversely affect the market price of our common stock and may make it more difficult for
you to sell your common stock at a time and price that you deem appropriate.
In addition, certain holders of our common stock are entitled to rights with respect to registration of their shares under the Securities Act pursuant to our
amended and restated investors’ rights agreement. If these holders of our common stock, by exercising their registration rights, sell a large number of shares,
they could adversely affect the market price for our common stock.
We may also issue our shares of common stock or securities convertible into shares of our common stock from time to time in connection with a
financing, acquisition, investments or otherwise. Any such issuance could result in substantial dilution to our existing stockholders and cause the market price
of our common stock to decline.
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We do not intend to pay dividends in the foreseeable future. As a result, your ability to achieve a return on your investment will depend on
appreciation in the price of our common stock.
We have never declared or paid any cash dividends on our common stock. We currently intend to retain all available funds and any future earnings for
use in the operation of our business and do not anticipate paying any dividends on our common stock in the foreseeable future. Any determination to pay
dividends in the future will be at the discretion of our board of directors. Accordingly, investors must rely on sales of their common stock after price
appreciation, which may never occur, as the only way to realize any future gains on their investments.
If industry or financial analysts issue inaccurate or unfavorable research regarding our common stock, our stock price and trading volume could
decline.
The trading market for our common stock is influenced by the research and reports that industry or financial analysts publish about us or our business.
We do not control these analysts or the content and opinions included in their reports. As a new public company, we may be slow to attract research coverage
and the analysts who publish information about our common stock will have had relatively little experience with our company, which could affect their ability
to accurately forecast our results and make it more likely that we fail to meet their estimates. If any of the analysts who cover us issues an inaccurate or
unfavorable opinion regarding our stock price, our stock price would likely decline. In addition, the stock prices of many companies in the technology
industry have declined significantly after those companies have failed to meet, or significantly exceed, the financial guidance publicly announced by the
companies or the expectations of analysts. If our financial results fail to meet, or significantly exceed, our announced guidance or the expectations of analysts
or public investors, analysts could downgrade our common stock or publish unfavorable research about us. If one or more of these analysts cease coverage of
our company or fail to publish reports on us regularly, our visibility in the financial markets could decrease, which in turn could cause our stock price or
trading volume to decline.
Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides that the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware and the federal district courts of
the United States are the exclusive forums for substantially all disputes between us and our stockholders, which could limit our stockholders’ ability to
obtain a favorable judicial forum for disputes with us or our directors, officers or employees.
Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides that the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware is the exclusive forum for:
•

any derivative action or proceeding brought on our behalf;

•

any action asserting a breach of fiduciary duty;

•

any action asserting a claim against us arising under the Delaware General Corporation Law, our amended and restated certificate of incorporation or
our amended and restated bylaws;

•

any action to interpret, apply, enforce or determine the validity of our amended and restated certificate of incorporation or our amended and restated
bylaws; and

•

any action asserting a claim against us that is governed by the internal-affairs doctrine.

Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation further provides that the federal district courts of the United States are the exclusive forum for
resolving any complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the Securities Act.
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Each of these exclusive-forum provisions may limit a stockholder’s ability to bring a claim in a judicial forum that it finds favorable for disputes with us
or our directors, officers or other employees, which may discourage lawsuits against us and our directors, officers and other employees.
If a court were to find either exclusive-forum provision in our amended and restated certificate of incorporation to be inapplicable or unenforceable in an
action, we may incur additional costs associated with resolving the dispute in other jurisdictions, which could seriously harm our business. For example, on
December 19, 2018, the Delaware Court of Chancery issued a decision in Matthew Sciabacucchi v. Matthew B. Salzberg et al., C.A. No. 2017-0931-JTL
(Del. Ch.), finding that provisions such as selecting the federal district courts of the United States of America as the exclusive forum for the resolution of any
complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the Securities Act of 1933 are not valid under Delaware law.
The requirements of being a public company may strain our resources, divert management’s attention and affect our ability to attract and retain
executive management and qualified board members.
As a public company, we are subject to the reporting and corporate governance requirements of the Exchange Act, the listing requirements of Nasdaq and
other applicable securities rules and regulations, including the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
Compliance with these rules and regulations will increase our legal and financial compliance costs, make some activities more difficult, time-consuming or
costly and increase demand on our systems and resources. Among other things, the Exchange Act requires that we file annual, quarterly and current reports
with respect to our business and results of operations and maintain effective disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting.
In order to improve our disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting to meet this standard, significant resources and
management oversight may be required. As a result, management’s attention may be diverted from other business concerns, which could harm our business,
financial condition, results of operations and prospects. Although we have hired additional personnel to help comply with these requirements, we may need to
further expand our legal and finance departments in the future, which will increase our costs and expenses.
In addition, changing laws, regulations and standards relating to corporate governance and public disclosure are creating uncertainty for public
companies, increasing legal and financial compliance costs and making some activities more time-consuming. These laws, regulations and standards are
subject to varying interpretations, in many cases due to their lack of specificity, and, as a result, their application in practice may evolve over time as new
guidance is provided by regulatory and governing bodies. This could result in continuing uncertainty regarding compliance matters and higher costs
necessitated by ongoing revisions to disclosure and governance practices. We intend to invest resources to comply with evolving laws, regulations and
standards, and this investment may result in increased general and administrative expense and a diversion of management’s time and attention from revenuegenerating activities to compliance activities. If our efforts to comply with new laws, regulations and standards differ from the activities intended by
regulatory or governing bodies, regulatory authorities may initiate legal proceedings against us and our business and prospects may be harmed.
We ceased to be an "emerging growth company" as defined in the Jumpstart our Business Startups Act of 2012 with our transition to large accelerated
filer status as of July 31, 2019. As a result, we have experienced, and expect to continue to experience, additional costs associated with being a public
company going forward, including costs associated with compliance with the auditor attestation requirement of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
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As a result of disclosure of information in the filings required of a public company, our business and financial condition have become more visible, which
we believe may result in threatened or actual litigation, including by competitors and other third parties. If such claims are successful, our business, financial
condition, results of operations and prospects could be materially harmed, and even if the claims do not result in litigation or are resolved in our favor, these
claims, and the time and resources necessary to resolve them, could divert the resources of our management and materially harm our business, financial
condition, results of operations and prospects. These factors could also make it more difficult for us to attract and retain qualified employees, executive
officers and members of our board of directors.
In addition, as a result of our disclosure obligations as a public company, we have reduced strategic flexibility and are under pressure to focus on shortterm results, which may materially and adversely affect our ability to achieve long-term profitability.
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Item 2. Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds
Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities
There were no purchases of shares of our common stock during the three months ended January 31, 2020.
Item 6. Exhibits
We have filed the exhibits listed on the accompanying Exhibit Index, which is incorporated herein by reference.
Index to Exhibits
Incorporated by Reference
Exhibit
Number
31.1

101.INS
101.SCH

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

X

101.CAL

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

X

101.DEF

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document

X

101.LAB

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

X

101.PRE

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

X

31.2
32.1*

File No.

Exhibit

Filing Date

Filed
Herewith

Form
Exhibit Description
Certification of the Principal Executive Officer pursuant to Exchange Act
Rules 13a-14(a) and 15d-14(a), as adopted pursuant to Section 302 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
Certification of the Principal Financial Officer pursuant to Exchange Act Rules
13a-14(a) and 15d-14(a), as adopted pursuant to Section 302 of the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002
Certification of the Principal Executive Officer and Principal Financial Officer
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
XBRL Instance Document

X
X
X
X

_______________________________________
* The certifications furnished in Exhibit 32.1 hereto are deemed to accompany this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q and will not be deemed “filed” for
purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, except to the extent that the registrant specifically incorporates it by reference.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned thereunto duly authorized.
Zscaler, Inc.
March 4, 2020

/s/

Remo Canessa
Remo Canessa
Chief Financial Officer
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Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICER
PURSUANT TO
EXCHANGE ACT RULES 13a-14(a) AND 15d-14(a),
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Jagtar S. Chaudhry, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Zscaler, Inc.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made,
in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial
condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4. The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in
which this report is being prepared;
(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;
(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the
disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the
registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control
over financial reporting; and
5. The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant's
auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal control over financial
reporting.
Date: March 4, 2020
ZSCALER, INC.
By:

/s/ Jagtar S. Chaudhry

Name:

Jagtar S. Chaudhry

Title:

Chief Executive Officer and President
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL OFFICER
PURSUANT TO
EXCHANGE ACT RULES 13a-14(a) AND 15d-14(a),
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Remo Canessa, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Zscaler, Inc.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made,
in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial
condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4. The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in
which this report is being prepared;
(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;
(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the
disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the
registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control
over financial reporting; and
5. The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant's
auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal control over financial
reporting.
Date: March 4, 2020
ZSCALER, INC.
By:

/s/ Remo Canessa

Name:

Remo Canessa

Title:

Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATIONS OF PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL OFFICER
PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Jagtar S. Chaudhry, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that
the Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Zscaler, Inc. for the quarterly period ended January 31, 2020 fully complies with the requirements of
Section 13(a) or Section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and that information contained in such Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q
fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of Zscaler, Inc.

Date:

March 4, 2020

By:
Name:
Title:

/s/ Jagtar S. Chaudhry
Jagtar S. Chaudhry
Chief Executive Officer and President
(Principal Executive Officer)

I, Remo Canessa, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that the
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Zscaler, Inc. for the quarterly period ended January 31, 2020 fully complies with the requirements of Section
13(a) or Section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and that information contained in such Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q fairly
presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of Zscaler, Inc.

Date:

March 4, 2020

By:
Name:
Title:

/s/ Remo Canessa
Remo Canessa
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

